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Editorial . . .
Steps To Aldersgate
That which occurred in the life of JohnWesley at Aldersgate
on a memorable evening in the year 1738 has rightly been the
subject of careful and intensive study during the years inter
vening between the event and our own day. This issue oiThe
Asbury Seminarian embodies four written studies of this event,
so filled with significance for the Christianworld, by members
of the Asbury Theological Seminary faculty. The painstaking
efforts of our colleagues in preparing these will, we are
certain, be rewarding to our readers.
It is to be expected that a personal event of such far-reaching
moment would occur at the end of a period of preparation, of
spiritual incubation. This preparation has been surveyed from
time to time; but from a somewhat unexpected quarter there
comes to us a new and fresh voice which casts added light upon
that which lay back of John Wesley's readiness for the Lord's
visitation of his heart in the midst of a small assembly, quite
possibly containing some visitors or emigrants from outside
England, at a house in Aldersgate Street in London.
Dr. Martin Schmidt, professor at the University of Mainz,
has surveyed the life and career of Wesley, as well as the
thought-climate of the early eighteenth century in England,
and combines with the insights gained in this way the perspective
of a German scholar who is sympathetically interested in
Continental movements which bore upon the young Wesley.
Two works are now available to the English reader from the
able pen of Professor Schmidt, the first a paperback, with the
English title, The Young Wesley , and the second, the first volume
of a two -volume work, bearing the English XMCiO,^ John Wesley :
A Theological Biography.
Dr. Schmidt's work as a biographer covers the usual events
in the boyhood and young manhood of Wesley; but in reading his
two works one soon finds that he is motivated by a desire to see
behind the mere events to the specific elements which finally
precipitated the crucial happenings in the life of the Oxford
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scholar from Epworth. One of these was, of course, his desire
to achieve personal sanctity through inter-personal fellowships.
The Holy Club was much more than a group of persons who
met together to cultivate personal piety on an individual basis.
As Dr. Schmidt observes, Wesley felt "his nature drawing him
into society" (p. 96). The group was, moreover, academically
responsible, seeking to relate the individual strivings of its
members to their total task.
Another element to which the distinguished professor from
Mainz draws attention is that of the interaction of Puritanism
and German Pietism within the mind and heart of Wesley. No
spiritually sensitive person in England could have failed to
sense the continuing impact of the winds of Puritanism which
still blew upon the land. Happily, Wesley was also open to the
modifying influence of Continental Pietism. More remarkable
still is the fact that he entertained so willingly the rather
humble exponents of Pietism, notably the Moravian, Peter
Bbhler. It is touching to see the Oxford fellow so willing to
learn from "this simple and yet obviously very resolute and
energetic man" (p. 226).
While one cannot determine precisely which elements in the
later movement of Methodism were derived from the Herrnhut
influence, it is evident that Peter Bbhler's work in Oxford and
in London bore a remarkable similarity to the later Class
Meetings in Methodism, while the single-minded emphasis
upon the Bible as the sole source of Christian authority, so
typical of the missionary-hearted Moravian, doubtless laid
the foundation in Wesley's heart for his later self-designation
as "a man of one Book. "
Too much emphasis cannot, it seems to this reviewer, be
given to the role which missions played in the preparation of
Mr. Wesley for that which came to him in Aldersgate Street.
Again Professor Schmidt casts light upon the significance
of this element in his work, T/'e Young Wesley. Even while he
was yet seeking to find peace in his own heart, "he was
possessed by the missionary idea in a manner rare in the
whole history of the Church" (p. 18). He laid his plans for the
ministry in Oglethorpe's Georgia with the purpose of making a
new beginning inChristian order, in which he could establish a
new and working form of "the Church as community and
brotherhood" (p. 20). He chose the missionary party with this
in mind, and felt that in a new land there could be established
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a Christian programme which would reproduce in his century
the conditions which marked the primitive Christian community.
From the foregoing, it can be discerned that many persons
and many influences were brought to bear upon John Wesley
during the years preceding 1738, each of which played its
part in bringing him to a personal knowledge of a living faith�
a knowledge which he had sought so earnestly. It was at this
point that he was indebted more deeply to Peter Bbhler than to
any other man. Dr. Schmidt gives us the most detailed account
of this aspect of Wesley's preparation for Aldersgate�that is,
the preparationwhich came from the direction of German piety.
From the Moravians, the scholar of Oxford discovered the real
driving-force behind New Testament Christianity.
It should be noted, finally, that no one of these types of
influence, whether from Puritanism, whether from German
Pietism, whether from Moravianism, or whether from the
missionary vision and impetus, in itself exercised the decisive
influence upon Wesley. Each force made its contribution; but
in the last analysis, it was the operation of God's grace which
brought the scholar-saint of Oxford into the new pattern of
relationship with his Lord which released the forces of his
redeemed genius upon the world of his day.
H. B. IC.
What Happened To Wesley At Aldersgate?
William M. Araett
On May 24, 1738, "about aquarter before nine" in the evening,
John Wesley felt his heart "strangely warmed. "^ It is with
these simple phrases that he describes for us the event which
was to transform the religious life of England andAmerica. In
the judgment of the historian Lecky, "the scene which took place
at that humble meeting in Aldersgate Street forms an epoch in
English history. The conviction which then flashed upon one of
the most powerful and most active intellects in England is the
true source of English Methodism. "2
Traditionally, Methodists have placed great stress upon
Wesley's experience at Aldersgate. "For two centuries it has
been described by his own followers as the hour of his conversion
and, in their estimation, by far the most important day in his
spiritual pilgrimage. " ^ In more recent years, however,
students of Wesley have disputed about this event in Wesley's
life, not only concerning the degree of its importance, but also
whether or not it was the day of Wesley's conversion. We
should take note of some of this controversy.
EVALUATIONS OF WESLEY'S ALDERSGATE EXPERIENCE
An American scholar, Umphrey Lee, asserts that the
Aldersgate experience was "not an evangelical but a mystical
conversion�that is, the conversion of a religious man to a
1. The Journal of John Wesley, ed. Nehemiah Curnock (London:
Charles H. Kelly, n.d.), I, 475, 476. (Hereinafter re
ferred to as Journal.)
2. William E. H. Lecl^,y4 History of England in the Eighteenth
Century (London: Longmans Green, and Co., 1883), n,558.
3. W. E. Sangster,T/�f Path to Perfection{^evf York: Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press, 1943), p. 93.
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higher state of religious devotion. "4 Reasons advanced by Dr.
Lee to support his contention are: (1) The doubts and uncer
tainties which harrassed Wesley on a few occasions after 1738;
(2) the meager referenceshe makes to it in subsequent writings;
(3) the later corrections or modifications which Wesley made
in the original description of his religious experience prior to
Aldersgate; and (4) the lackof faith expressed in a letter to his
brother, Charles, in 1766.5
An English writer, Arthur S. Yates, assesses the Aldersgate
experience by saying that itwasnot: (1) an initial resolve to lead
a holy life; (2) a dedication to the service ofGod; (3) the dawning
of compassion for his fellows; (4) a marked intellectual change . 6
Since he finds little trace of those pre-conversion elements in
Wesley's religious life before Aldersgate, he therefore denies
that it was Wesley's conversion. On the positive side, he
asserts that "Wesley's religious transformation at Aldersgate
was a Pentecostal experience"�the first occasion on which he
gained an assurance of personal salvation centered in a crucified
Christ.'^ The Methodist doctrine of the Spirit's witness was
traced by Wesley to its source at Aldersgate , saysYates, when
he wrote in 1767: "It is confirmed in your experience and mine.
The Spirit Himself bore witness to my spirit that I was a child
of God, gave me an evidence thereof; and I immediately cried,
'Abba, Father. ' "8
Bishop Fred Pierce Corson, in a small booklet written for
the commemoration of the 225th Anniversary of Aldersgate,
says that "Wesley was a Christian before Aldersgate. What
happened there is not to be assumed as his conversion.
4. Umphrey Lee, John Wesley and Modern Religion CNashville:
Cokesbury Press, 1936), p. 103.
5. The Letters of John Wesley, ed. John Telford, (London: The
Epworth Press, 1931), V, 15-17. (Hereinafter referred
to as Letters .)
6. Arthur S.Yates, The Doctrine of Assurance (London: The
Epworth Press, 1952), pp. 5f.
7. Ibid., p. 11.
8. Ibid. Wesley's quotation is from The Standard Sermons of
John Wesley, ed. E. H. Sugden (Nashville: Publishing House
M. E. Church, South, n.d.) H, 350, hereinafter referred
to as Sermons.
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Agreement has been established that the experience of con
version and Aldersgate are not identical, although they may be
simultaneous. For Wesley, one followed the other. "9
Other writers, principally Dr. Leger, a French writer, 10
and Dr. Piette, a Franciscan Friar, maintain that Wesley's
conversion should be dated, not in 1738, but in 1725 when he
took Holy Orders. Piette argues that Wesley underwent a far
deeper spiritual change in 1725 than the "gust of feeling"
experienced in 1738. H
On the other hand, many writers contend that May 24, 1738,
was Wesley's evangelical conversion. W. R. Cannon argues
strongly against the view that Wesley's real conversion was in
1725. He observes that the very same problems which harrassed
and tormented Wesley prior to 1725 continued in full force up
to the date of his conversion on May 24, 1738. Furthermore,
says Cannon, Wesley failed again and again in his religious
endeavors. Both Piette and Leger err in making conversion
synonymous with moral resolve and aspiration.
But, if conversion be defined in the sense in which
Wesley understood and defined it�God's own act in
which a man is turned away from his former self,
made to pass from darkness into light, delivered
from the power ofSatan untoGod , made over in mind
and spirit�then the experience atAldersgate on May
24, 1738, must stand without dispute as the date of
Wesley's conversion.
Cannon concludes. 12 xhis is also the conviction of other
Wesley scholars, includmg Richard Green,13 James R. Joy, 14
9. Bishop Fred Pierce Corson, Aldersgate is For t/j (Nashville:
Methodist Evangelistic Materials, n.d.), p. 5.
10. Leger, La Jeunesse de Wesley {^2iV\S'. Libraire Hachette et
Cie. , 1910).
11. Maximin Piette, John Wesley in the Evolution of Protestantism
(New York: Sheed & Ward, 1937), p. 306.
12. William Ragsdale Cannon, The Theology of John Wesley {^ey^
York: Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1946), p. 68.
13. Richard Green, The Conversion of John Wesley {London: The
Epworth Press, 1908, 1937).
14. James R. Joy , John Wesley's Awakening {New York: The
Methodist Book Concern, 1937).
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J. Ernest Rattenbury, 15 and Elmer T. Clark. 16
WESLEY'S RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
PRIOR TO ALDERSGATE
In order that his readersmightbetter understand the spiritual
crisis of May 24, 1738, Wesley wrote a review of his religious
life up to that time. He was "strictly educated and carefully
taught" that he "couldonly be saved 'by universal obedience, by
keeping all the commandments of God. ' "17 The religious
emphasis was upon duty, with the result, said Wesley, "I was
indeed as ignorant of the true meaning of the law as I was of
the gospel of Christ." While he was a student at Oxford, he
hoped to be saved by (1) not being so bad as other people;
(2) having still a kindness for religion; and (3) reading the
Bible, going to church, and saying his prayers.
The year 1725 was an outstanding one for Wesley, for in that
year he was introduced to the writings of Jeremy Taylor and
Thomas a Kempis. A year or so later he read two books by
William Law. Jeremy Taylor's writings taught him that he
could achieve goodness only by dedicating his whole life to God.
From Thomas a Kempis he learned that obedience must be
centered in the heart. William Law instructed him in the way
of self-denial as the absolute fulfillment of God's law. The
instruction of these writers served to abet a basic principle in
Wesley's thought during this period of his life that man must
be savedthroughmoral goodness, through universal obedience,
and through the rigid fulfillment of all the commandments of
God. In the year 1735 he embarked for Georgia to work among
the American Indians, but frankly tells us that his chief motive,
to which all the rest were subordinate, was the hope of saving
his own soul. 18
15. J. Ernest Rattenbury, The Conversion of the Wesleys (London:
The Epworth Press, 1938).
16. What Happened AtAfdersgate,ed. Elmer T. Clark (Nashville:
Methodist Publishing House, 1938).
17. Journal, I, 465.
18. Letters, I, 188.
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Upon Wesley's arrival in Georgia, a Moravian pastor,
Spangenberg, probed Wesley with heart-searching questions:
"Have you the witness within yourself? Does the Spirit of God
bear witness with your spirit that you are a child of God?"19
It was an opportunity for Wesley to give a forthright witness,
but he tells us very frankly that he was surprised by these
questions and had no answer to give. Spangenberg observed
this and probed even more closely: "Doyou know JesusChrist?"
After a pause, Wesley said, "I know He is the Saviour of the
world." "True; but do you know He has saved you?" Wesley
answered: "I hope He has died to save me." Spangenberg
added: "Do you know yourself?" Wesley said "I do," but
confesses, "I feartheywere vainwords. "20 This conversation
gives us a real insight into Wesley's religious state prior to
Aldersgate.
After approximately two years in Georgia, Wesley returned
to England. He sought help from the newly organized Moravian
societies in London. Peter Bohler helped him to understand
the true nature of "saving faith" such as- Luther had defined it.
Describing a conversation with Peter Bohler, Wesley said, "I
was, on Sunday the 5th (March, 1738) clearly, convinced of
unbelief, of the wantof that faithwhereby alone we are saved. "21
At this point he subsequently wrote, "with the full Christian
salvation. " This period of discovery has been called Wesley's
intellectual conversion. He wrote:
Immediately it struck into my mind, 'Leave off
preaching. How can you preach to others, who have
not faith yourself?' I asked Bohler, whether he
thought I should leave it off or not. He answered,
'By no means. ' I asked, 'But what can I preach?'
He said, 'Preach faith till you have it; and then,
because you have it, youwill preach faith. ' Accord
ingly, Monday the 6th (March, 1738), I began
preaching this new doctrine, though my soul started
back from the work.
Characterizmg his pre-Aldersgate experience, Wesley
described himself as "an almost Christian. "22 He possessed
19. Journal, I, 151.
20. Ibid.
21. Journal, I, 442.
22. Sermons, I, 61.
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the religion of a servant, but not that of a son, as he tells us
in his second corrective note in the 1771 edition of his Journal
for Wednesday, February 1, 1738.23 Writing concerning the
"public offices of religion," Wesley confessed: "I myself thus
attended them for many years; and yet am conscious to myself
that during that whole time I had no more of the love of God
than a stone. "24 All these characterizations give us the clue
to an understanding of the change which came to Wesley at
Aldersgate. Actually, the true core of the man had been
untouched. While the outward actions had been rigidly drilled,
the source of those actions, the heart with its desires and hopes
and powers, had been quite unchanged by the saving grace of
God. Consequently, there was no glad spontaneity of expression
which comes from a heart that has been genuinely transformed.
ALDERSGATE, MAY 24, 1738
How very revealing are those pages in Wesley's Journal that
tell how he spent May 24, 1738. The morning hours found him
on his knees poring over the Book of God. In the afternoon he
was in St. Paul's Cathedral. Yet the experience of "the
strangely warmed heart" came to him in a simple evening
service in an ordinary building� just a society meeting in
Aldersgate Street. But let us hear Wesley's own account of
that memorable occasion�
I think it was about five this morning, that I opened
my Testament on these words, 'There are given unto
us exceeding great and precious promises, even that
ye should be partakers of the divine nature' (n Peter
1:4). Just as I went out, I opened it again on these
words, 'Thou art not far from the kingdom of God. '
In the afternoon I was asked to goto St. Paul's. The
anthem was, 'Out of the deep have I called imto thee,
O Lord, hear my voice. O let Thine ears consider
well the voice of my complaint. If Thou, Lord, wilt
be extreme to mark what is done amiss, OLord, who
23. Journal, I, 423. Cf. The Works of the Rev. John Wesley, A.M.
ed. Thomas Jackson, I, 76 (London: John Mason, 1829),
14 Vols. , hereinafter referred to as Works.
24. Works, Vm, 61.
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may abide it? For there is mercy with Thee; there
fore Shalt Thou be feared. O Israel, trust in the
Lord: for with the Lord there is mercy, and with
Him is plenteous redemption. And He shall redeem
Israel from all his sins.' In the evening I went very
unwillingly to a society in Aldersgate Street, where
one was reading Luther's preface to the Epistle to
the Romans. About a quarter before nine, while he
was describing the change which God works in the
heart through faith in Christ, / felt my heart strangely
warmed. 1 felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone for.salva-
tion: and an assurance was given me that he had taken away
my sins , even mine, and saved me from the law of sin and
death. I began to pray with all my might for those who
had in a more especial manner despitefully used me
and persecuted me . I then testified openly to all there
what I now first felt in my heart. But it was not long
before the enemy suggested, 'This cannot be faith;
for where is thy joy?' Then was I taught that peace
and victory over sin are essential to faith in the
Captain of our salvation; but that, as to the trans
ports of joy that usually attend the beginning of it,
especially in those who have mourned deeply, God
sometimes giveth, sometimes withholdeth them,
according' to the counsels of His own wHl [italics
added] . 25
As Richard Green points out.
It must be seen, that from his own point of view, this
extract described a very deep and definite change in
his religious experience, which might, without a
misuse of language, be termed a conversion. There
is a striking and touching grandeur in this simple but
mmute description of a critical passage in the
spiritual life of an earnest soul wholly absorbed in
the great change it was undergoing. And the event
stands alone in its stateliness and significant
teaching. 26
Wesley's heart had received a divine touch and assurance.
It is m the light of this transformation that Wesley came to
25. Journal, I, 472, 475, 476.
26. Green, op. cit., pp. 36, 37.
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contrast so often "the heart of stone" with the "heart of flesh,"
mere "outside-religion" with "heart- religion. " Writing a
description of conversion in 1740, Wesley said: "Their stony
heart was broken in pieces before they received remission of
sins; yet it continued hard; but now it is melted down, is soft,
tender, and susceptible of any impression. "27 Actually, Wesley
was relating the experience of others (even as we all must do)
in terms of his own. Henceforth, obedience had now its true
place as the glad response of the heart to the call of love. Duty
flowed out of a heart that was now grace constrained, and not
because it was legally bound to perform certain deeds.
Release from legal bondage had come to Charles Wesley on
May 21, 1738. In his Journal on May 23 he tells us that "at nine
I began an hymn upon my conversion," which was the first
hymn he ever wrote. He also records that on the night of May
24, following John's experience at Aldersgate, he was visited
by his brother, accompanied by some, if not all, of the Aiders-
gate congregation. "About ten," he writes, "my brother was
brought in triumph by a troop of friends. " "I believe!" cried
John. The two spiritually awakened brothers and their friends
sang the hymn of conversion that Charles had written the day
before.
Where shall my wondering soul begin?
How shall I all to heaven aspire?
A slave redeemed from death and sin,
A brand plucked from eternal fire.
How shall I equal triumphs raise.
Or sing my great Deliverer's praise?
Small wonder that it has been called the "Birth-Song" of the
Methodist Revival [28
THE FRUIT OF ALDERSGATE
A new emphases came in Wesley's ministry as a result of
his "intellectual" conversion inMarch, 1738, andhis "spiritual"
conversion on May 24, 1738. Eighteen days after his conscious
experience of the new life at Aldersgate, Wesley preached at
27. Works, XIV, 340.
28. What Happened At Aldersgate, op. at., pp. 20, 21.
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Oxford on June 11, 1738, his famous sermon on "Salvation by
Faith." In a letter to his mother on July 29, 1725, Wesley
called faith "an assent upon rational grounds Faith must
necessarily at length be resolved into reason."29 Now, followmg
Aldersgate, Wesley says that saving faith
is not barely a speculative, rational thing, a cold,
lifeless assent, a train of ideas in the head; but also
a disposition of the heart Christian faith is,
then, not only an assent to the whole gospel of Christ,
but also a full reliance on the blood of Christ; a trust
in the merits of His life, death, and resurrection; a
recumbency upon Him as our atonement and our life,
as given for us, and living in us. It is a sure
confidence which a man hath in God, that through the
merits of Christ, his sins are forgiven, and he
reconciled to the favour of God; and, in consequence
hereof, a closing with Him, and cleaving to Him, as
our 'wisdom, righteousness, sanctification, and
redemption,' or, in one word, our salvation.
Now fully in possession of a new truth, or better, possessed
by an old truth, a new power and influence comes to Wesley's
preaching. Here is Wesley's own significant evaluation of his
preaching ministry:
(1) From the year 1725 to 1729 I preached much, but
saw no fruit of my labour. Indeed, it could not be
that I should; for I neither laid the foundation of
repentance , nor of believing the gospel; taking it for
granted, that all to whom I preached were believers,
and that many of them 'needed no repentance.
'
(2) From the year 1729 to 1734, laying a deeper
foundation of repentance, I saw a little fruit. But it
was only a little; and no wonder: for I didnotpreach
faith in the blood of the Covenant.
(3) From 1734 to 1738, speaking more of faith in
Christ, I sawmore fruit ofmy preaching, and visiting
from house to house, than ever I had done before;
though I know not if any of those who were outwardly
reformedwere inwardly and thoroughly converted to
God.
29. Letters, I, 23.
30. Sermons, I, 40, 41.
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(4) From 1738 to this time, speaking continually of
Jesus Christ, laying Him only for the foundation of
the whole building, making Him all in all, the first
and the last; preaching only on this plan, 'The
kingdom of God is at hand; repent ye and believe the
gospel'; the 'word of God ran' as fire among the
stubble; it 'was glorified' more andmore; multitudes
crying out, 'What must we do to be saved?' and
afterwards witnessing, 'By grace we are saved
through faith. '31
In one of the early Conferences with his preachers (May 13,
1746), the questionwas asked, "Wherein does our doctrine now
differ from thatwe preached at Oxford ? " This pertinent answer
was given: "Chiefly in these two points; (1) We then knew
nothing of that righteousness of faith, in justification; nor
(2) Of the nature of faith itself, as implying consciousness of
pardon. "32
It is significant that only one of Wesley's sermons preached
prior to Aldersgate is included in his Standard Sermons. It is
his sermon on "The Circumcision of the Heart," delivered at
St. Mary's, Oxford, before the University on January 1, 1733.
Most significant for this paper is the fact that when Wesley
published this sermon in 1748 he added a fresh half paragraph
to his description of faith, which now reads:
that faith, which is not only an unshaken assent
to all that God hath revealed in Scripture. .. But
likewise the revelation of Christ in our hearts; a
divine evidence or conviction of his love, his free,
unmerited love to me a sinner: a sure confidence in
his pardoning mercy, wrought in us by the Holy
Ghost: a confidence, whereby every true believer
is enabled to bearwitness, 'I know that my redeemer
liveth,' that I have an 'advocate with the Father,' and
'the propitiation for my sins'�I know he hath 'loved
me, and given himself for me'�he hath reconciled
me, even me, to God: and I 'have redemption through
His blood, even the forgiveness of sins. ' 33
31. Works, vm, 468, 469.
32. Ibid., p. 290.
33. Sermons, I, 270, 271.
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In between these two dates (1733 and 1748) had come the heart-
warmmg experience of 1738. There is a striking parallel
between this significant addition and Wesley's testimony given
in theJournal for May 24, 1738.
There are many instances in Wesley's long life in which he
referred to the spring of 1738 as the beginning of his vital faith
and his true understanding of the Christian doctrine of salvation,
as well as his success as a preacher of the Gospel. Elmer T.
Clark enumerates no le ss than twenty of these in his ho6k,What
Happened At Aldersgate. 34 One of the most significant is to be
found in Wesley's letter to "John Smith" (Bishop Thomas
Seeker ?) on December 30, 1745. He wrote:
. . .It is true that, from May 24, 1738, 'wherever I
was desired to preach, salvation by faith was my only
theme'�that is, such a love of God and man as
produces all inward and outward holiness, and
springs from a conviction , wrought in us by the Holy
Ghost, of the pardoning love of God; and that, when
I was told, 'Youmust preach no more in this church,'
it was commonly added, 'because you preach such
doctrine!' And it is equally true that 'itwas preaching
the love of God and man that several of the clergy
forbade me their pulpits' before that time, May 24,
before I either preached or knew salvation by faith. 35
Still another instance is found in a letter addressed to Dr.
Thomas Rutherforth on March 28, 1768:
You charge me... with maintaining contradictions.
I answer: (1) If all my sentiments were compared
together, from the year 1725 to 1768, there would
be truth in the charge; for during the latter part of
this period I have relinquished several of my former
sentiments. (2) During these last thirty years I may
have varied in some of my sentiments or expressions
without observing it Nevertheless (5) I believe
there will be found few if any real contradictions in
what I have published for nearly thirty years. 36
Other evidence could be noted from Wesley's writmgs, but
these observations should be sufficient to indicate that Alders-
34. What Happened At Aldersgate, op. cit., pp. 34-38.
35. Letters, E, 65.
36. Letters, V, 357, 358.
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gate was the culminating point in a spiritual quest for Wesley,
and that the experience which came to him on May 24, 1738,
exerted a permanent influence over his subsequent life and
thought.
There is indirect evidence toWesley's Aldersgate experience
in the testimony ofhismother in 1739 . On Monday , September 3 ,
1739, he wrote in his Journal.
I talked largely with my mother, who told me that,
till a short time since , she had scarce heard such a
thing mentioned as having forgiveness of sins now,
or God's Spirit bearing witnesswith our spirit; much
less did she imagine that this was the common
privilege of all true believers. 'Therefore,' said
she, 'I never durst ask for it myself. But two or
three weeks ago, whUe my son Hall was pronouncing
those words, in delivering the cup to me, 'The blood
of our Lord JesusChrist, which was given for thee, '
the words struck through my heart, and I knew God
for Christ's sake had forgiven all w^jy sins . '
It is undoubtedly true that the Christian faith is more
effectively "caught" than "taught," and that "one loving heart
sets another on fire. " It is precisely for this reason that the
Methodist Revival spread so rapidly in the eighteenth century.
While both Scripture and history attest the validity of the
"strangely warmed heart, " how much more significant it is that
each of us has the experimental proof in his own heart! The
experience of salvation continues to live, in part, at least, on
what it produces. The significance of this is seen in the life
and labors of John Wesley. The spiritual reality and certainty
he found at Aldersgate on May 24, 1738, made him the inspired
leader of one of the greatest revivals since the times of the
Apostles and the founder of world Methodism. If the pulpit
in our time has lost its note of authority and certainty, and the
pew its power of a warm, personal testimony of the reality of
Christ as Saviour in the heart and the knowledge of sins forgiven ,
its remedy is to be found in the glow of the certainty of salvation.
May once again there be a new invasion of God's Spirit as there
was in Wesley's day!
37. Journal, n, 267.
What Were The Results Of Aldersgate
n Wesley's Life And Ministry?
Delbert R. Rose
Three great names are inseparably Imked as we traverse the
pages of church history. The first is that of a one-time Jewish
rabbi, the second that of aRomanCatholic priest, and the third
a protestant clergyman. These men are linked together because
of the successive spiritual influence of the first upon the second
and of the first and second upon the third.
What happened to that Jewish rabbi on the Damascus Road,
and to that Roman Catholic priest in his study in the tower of
the Augustinian monastery in Wittenburg,! and to that Protes
tant clergyman at Aldersgate was the successive launchings of
spiritual forces which have been more revolutionary in our
world than what has resulted when earth's most august
assemblies have voted or her most powerful armies have
marched.
Could you and I stand before the tombstone of John Wesley,
just outside City Road Chapel in London, we would read these
quaint lines which tell of Wesley's significant place in theology
as well as in history:
This great light arose by the singular providence of
God to enlighten these nations, and to revive, en
force and defend the pure apostolic doctrines and
practices of the primitive Church; which he continued
to do by his writings and his labours for more than
half a century; and to his inexpressible joy not only
beheld their influence extending, and their efficacy
witnessed, in the hearts and lives of many thousands,
as well in the Western world as in these kingdoms;
but also, far above all human power or expectation,
lived to see provisionmade , by the singular grace of
God, for their continuance and establishment, to the
1. Roland Bainton, Here I Stand {New York: Abingdon Press,
1950), pp. 60ff.
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joy of future generations. Reader, if thou art con
strained to bless the instrument, give God the glory
In any apparent eulogy of a man during this Aldersgate
Observance, let all remember we are but reviewing what God
has done through one of His noblest servants and hereby giving
God the glory for it all.
HIS SPIRITUAL ASSURANCE
Nldersg^ie W2isa new beginningm Wesley^ s spiritual pilgrim
age. For thirteen years previous to this event the young
English mtellectual had been pursuing holiness of heart and
life to the end he might save his own soul. But not until that
unforgettable hour on May 24, 1738, could he write lines like
these, which show that inseparable linkage between Paul,
Luther, and Wesley:
In the evening I went very unwillingly to a society in
Aldersgate Street, where one was reading Luther's
preface to the Epistle to the Romans. About a quarter
before nine, whUe he was describing the change which
God works in the heart through faith in Christ, I felt
my heart strangely warmed. I felt I did trust in
Christ, Christ alone for salvation; and an assurance
was given me that He had taken away w?)/ sins , even
mine, and saved /w? from the law of sin and death. 3
In the words of Charles E. Schofield, "the center of gravity"
in Wesley's life shifted "from himself to God." He had
experienced a "Copemican revolution" in his "spiritual
astronomy." He had moved from a self-centered to a God-
centered spiritual universe. 4
Having tried ' 'every possible humanistic approach to religious
certainty and the pursuit of the ideal of Christian perfection,"
he turned at last to the only door that would open up to him the
2. Franz Hildebrandt , Chrntianity According to the Wesleys
(London: The Epworth Press, 1956), p. 9.
3. John Wesley, T^f Journal of the Rev. John Wesley, A.M. (Lon
don: The Epworth Press, 1938), I, 475, 476. (Hereafter
referred to as Journal.)
4. Charles Edwm Schofield, Aldersgate and ^//^r (London: The
Epworth Press, 1938), pp. 14, 15.
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realities of Christian assurance and Christian holiness�even
Christ Himself. 5 Intellectualism, ritualism, legalism, moral-
ism and mysticism had each failed him, but at Aldersgate the
Pauline dictum of "repentance toward God and faith toward our
Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts 20:21) was translated into living
experience. Gates of access to God had opened and Wesley had
been ushered into the spiritual courts of the Lord.
Did May 24, 1738, end the spiritual struggles of John Wesley?
Did Aldersgate immediately produce a fully-assured, "flaming
evangelist" who was soon to stir the whole British Isles with
his preaching? Let us examine the record.
That very night of his conversion a severe spiritual battle
arose within. The Enemy of souls suggested to him, "This
cannot be faith; for where is the joy?" Turning to the Lord in
earnest prayer he learned his first lesson in "the battle of faith
against feeling. "
Then was I taught that peace and victory over sin are
essential to faith in the Captain of our salvation; but
that, as to transports of joy that usually attend the
beginning of it, especially in those who have mourned
deeply, God sometimes giveth, sometimes with
holdeth them, according to the counsels of His own
wUl. 6
The Enemy was not content with a single encounter but later
that same night severely "buffeted with temptations" the soul
of this promising recruit in the Lord's army.
In the school of temptationWesley soon learned the difference
between his pre- and his post-Aldersgate encounters with sin
and the Tempter. Said he, "And I herein found the difference
between this and my former state. . .then I was sometimes, if
not often, conquered; now, I was always conqueror. "7
Wesley soon discovered two things. First, that he could be
"in heaviness throughmanifold temptations" and yet be pleasing
to God and have victory over sin. Secondly, that this victory of
faith could not be maintainedwithout ceaseless , believing prayer.
By Monday, May 29, Wesley could witness,
. . . God hath given some degree of faith even to me ,
I know by its fruits. For I have constant peace; not
5. Ibid.
, p. 13.
6. Journal, I, 476.
7. Ibid., I, 477.
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one uneasy thought. And I have freedom from sin;
not one unholy desire. . . .
Yet on Wednesday did I grieve the Spirit of God, not
only by not watching unto prayer, but likewise by
speaking with sharpness instead of tender love of one
that was not sound in the faith. ImmediatelyGod hid
his face, and I was troubled. . .till the next morning,
June 1, when it pleased God. . .to give comfort to my
soul. . . after I had spent some time in prayer. ... 8
All seemed to be going exceedingly well with Wesley's soul
until the evening of June 6 when he received a letter from Oxford
which disturbed him deeply. That letter asserted
'That no doubting could consist with the least degree
of true faith; that whoever at any time felt any doubt
or fear was not weak in faith, but had no faith at all;
and that none hath any faith till the law of the Spirit
of life has made him wholly free from the law of sin
and death. ' ^
The effects of that letter with its "either/or" precipitated
Wesley's rather sudden decision to carry out his longstanding
dream of visiting the Moravians in Germany. His need for
going at this particular time had become crystal clear.
... I hoped the conversing with those holy men who
were themselves living witnesses of the full power
of faith, and yet able to bear with those that are
weak, would be a means, under God, of so estab
lishing my soul, that I might go on from faith to faith,
and 'from strength to strength. ' 10
While with the Moravians at Herrnhut, Wesley learned one of
themajor emphases ofhis subsequent ministry. That carpenter-
saint. Christian David, laid bare his heart in conversing with
Wesley. Mr. David testified that even after being fully justified
he found a lingering sin-condition which often stirred within
him. Sin, "though it did not reign, it did remain in me," he
said, "and I was continually tempted, though not overcome. "11
8. Wd., I, 481.
9. Ibid., 1, 482.
10. Ibid., I, 483.
11. Ibid.,11, 30.
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Mr. David's analysis helped Wesley discern more clearly
and correctly his own experience after Aldersgate. Upon his
return to England in mid-September, Wesley was soon at work
preaching, but with no great outbursts of spiritual power such
as came several months later.
By mid-October another series of spiritual struggles closed
in upon Wesley. Following sessions of prolonged self-exami
nation, he concluded that in part he had been created anew in
Christ, months before, but not entirely so. The experience of
Christian David was his also. He knew his sins of the past
were all forgiven, but sin in some sense still remained within,
even though it did not reign as it had before.
In a letter to his brother Samuel "as to what he meantby being
made a Christian" Wesley wrote:
By a Christian, Imean one who so believes in Christ
as that sin hath no more dominion over him; and in
this obvious sense of the word I was not a Christian
till May 24th last past. For till then sin had the
dominion over me, although I fought with it continu
ally; but, surely then from that time to this, it hath
not, such is the free grace of God in Christ. .. .If
you ask by what means I am made free? I answer,
by faith in Christ; but such a sort or degree of faith
as I had not till that day. . . .Some measure of this
faith, which bringeth salvation or victory over sin,
and which implies peace or tmst in God through
Christ, Inow enjoy byHis free mercy; though in very
word it is in me but as a grain of mustard seed: for
the. . . seal of the Spirit, the love of God shed abroad
in my heart, and producing joy in the Holy Ghost,
'joy which no man taketh away, joy unspeakable and
full of glory, '�this witness of the Spirit I have not;
but I patiently wait for it. -"-^
Two months after his letter to Samuel, Wesley paints an
even darker picture m his journal-entry for December 16,
1738. Let us look at it:
. . .there is inme still the old heart of stone. . .1 still
12. The Letters of John Wesley, ed. John Telford (London- The
Epworth Press, 1931), I, 262ff. (Hereafter referred to
as Letters.)
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hanker after creature-happiness...! have more
pleasure in eating and drinking , and in the company
of those I love, than I have in God. I have a relish
for earthly happiness. . . .Therefore there is in me
still the carnal heart. . . 13
Obviously Wesley was struggling with that double -mindedness
which James tells us makes a man unstable in all his ways
(Jas. 1:8).
Wesley's Aldersgate assurance suffered a total eclipse by
January 4, 1739. Fresh from an all-night prayer vigil with his
Fetter Lane associates on January 1 and 2, Wesley seems to
have had an emotional reaction which left him despairing of
even being a Christian at all. Although knowing he had received
the assurance of forgiveness on May 24, 1738, the like of which
he had never known before, yet eight months later he writes:
"Though I have constantly used all the means of grace for twenty
years, I am not a Christian. "14
While Wesley had lost the "feeling" that he loved God, he
kept right on observing the usual means of grace. Why this
very low ebb in his spiritual life ? Why this unchristianizing of
himself after such heights of joy, assurance and victory as he
had had during the months since Aldersgate? Bishop L. R.
Marston believes withTyerman that Wesley had been too much
with the Moravians 15 in their emotional and demonstrative
services. Perhaps these believers had focused his attention
more upon "experiences" than upon his redeeming Lord, which
in turn occasioned the casting away of his confidence.
When and where did Wesley surmount the inner defeat of
early January 1739? It cannot be pinpointed as can Aldersgate,
but that agreat deliverance came cannot be seriously questioned.
After Aldersgate he had experienced "the unexpected but entirely
normal inner struggle between the old mind to sin and the newly
implanted mind to righteousness." He desperately needed
something that would resolve his inner conflicts and release
"his moral and spiritual energies for joyful and effective
service. "16
13. Journal, II, 115, 116.
14. Ibid., n, 126.
15. Leslie R. Marston, ^4 Living H^/>wfjj- (Winona Lake, Indiana:
Light and Life Press, 1960), p. 53.
16. Ibid., p. 54.
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Sometime between January 4 and late March (1739) , according
to Bishop Marston, John Wesley came to a new level in his
Christian experience whenhis energies were released from "a
stressed service" and a fighting of inner battles, and were
turned "to tireless, irresistible and successful achievement in
evangelism and in organizational generalship. "1^
That change could well have been triggered by George
Whitefield 's call to Wesley to come to the Bristol area to help
in ministering toWhitefield' s converts and do "field preaching"
himself. 18 As we contrast Wesley's negative outlook of four
years earlier�when his dying father entreated him to apply
for the Epworth parish that he mi^i help others�with his
decision to go to Bristol to help Whitefield, we find signs of a
new era in his life. In "Oxford, perhaps Georgia and even
Fetter Lane, " he had been "selfishly introverted" but now his
spiritual energies are being "redirected to the task of saving
souls other than his own. "/^z that timeWesley came, according
to Marston, to "his self-commitment to God for unreserved
service. "1^
As Wesley left the Fetter Lane group, under their approval
and blessing, Charles Wesley comments on John's departure:
"A great power was among us. He offered himself willingly
to whatsoever the Lord should appoint. The next day he set
out, commended by us to the grace of God. He left a blessing
behind. I desired to die with him. "20
Judging from the noteworthy change in the "tempo andmelody"
of Wesley's life as he began his Bristol ministry, it seems
evident to some that he had entered a new stage�had found a
new level in his inner life and public ministry. Between
Aldersgate and the beginning of his Bristol labors Wesley's
ministry was not significantly outstanding, and his inner
spiritual life was one of "ups and downs. " But now "the record
changes abruptly to action, courage, confidence, sermon on
sermon of revival power; moodiness and self-analysis are gone;
there is no hint now of soul struggle, and soul saving becomes
dominant over controversey. "21
17. Ibid.
18. Ibid.
19. Ibid., p. 56.
20. Quoted by Marston, ibid., p. 56.
21. Marston, pp. 56, 57.
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Contrasting this higher plane in Christian service with what
he had knownWesley made this journal-entry for Sunday, April
29, 1739, "Oh how God has renewed my strength! who used ten
years ago to be so faint and weary with presLching twice on one
day! " That was his appraisal after having preached five times
that day (three times in the fields to approximately 14,000, and
two times in church services) and having led a love feast in the
evening. 22
Nearly two months later, victorious and bouyant, Wesley
could write to one of his former pupils. Rev. James Hervey,
and declare he was then ready (God being his helper) to go to
Abyssinia or China, or whithersoever it might please God to
call him. Hervey's letter to Wesley had challenged Wesley's
principles of action in preaching in others' parishes. His
answer pulsates with the very spirit of the Apostles after the
Day of Pentecost.
Permit me to speak plainly. . . I allow no other rule,
whether of faith or practice, than the Holy Scriptures;
but, on scriptural principles, I do not think ithard to
justify whatever I do. God in Scripture commands
me, according tomy power, to instruct the ignorant,
reform the wicked, confirm the virtuous. Manforbids
me to do this in another's parish: that is, in effect,
to do it at all; seeing I have now no parish of my own,
nor probably ever shall. Whom, then, shall I hear,
God or man? 'If it be just to obey man rather than
God, judge you. A dispensation of the gospel is
committed to me; and woe is me if I preach not the
gospel. ' But where shall I preach it, upon the
principles you mention? Why, not in Europe, Asia,
Africa, or America; not in any of the Christian parts,
atleast, of the habitable earth. For all of these are,
after a sort, divided into parishes. If it be said, 'Go
back, then, to the heathens from whence you came':
nay, but neither could I now (on your principles)
preach to them; for all the heathens inGeorgia belong
to the parish either of Savannah or Frederica.
Suffer me now to tell you my principles in this
matter. I look upon all the world as my parish; thus
far I mean, that, in whatever part of it I am, I judge
22. Journal, H, 185, 186.
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it meet, right, and my bounden duty to declare unto
all that are willing to hear the glad tidings of salvation.
This is the work which I know God has called me to;
and sure I am that His blessing attends it. Great
encouragement have I, therefore, to be faithful in
fulfilling the work he hath given me to do. His
servant I am, and, as such, am employed according
to the plain direction of His word: 'As I have oppor
tunity, doing good unto all men. ' And His providence
clearly concurswith His words , which has disengaged
me from all things else that I might singly attend on
this very thing, 'and go about doing good. '
... I will put you in mind the more evil men say
of me, for my Lord's sake, the more good will He
do by me. . . Blessed be God, I enjoy the reproach of
Christies
The months that followed forWesley were filledwith "vigorous
evangelism" in England and Wales plus doctrinal difficulties
with his Moravian associates in London. But the fatiguing
labors and tensions did not destroy Wesley's inner constancy
and steady faith. 24 Having passed through a "dark night of
the soul" so soon after Aldersgate and having emerged with a
stronger confidence than before, Wesley became an under
standing "physician of the soul" to those enmeshed in spiritual
struggles. On March 28, 1740, Wesley reported on a service
near Bristol: "I took occasion to describe that wilderness
state, that state of doubts, and fears, and strong temptation,
which so many go through, though in different degrees, after
they have received remission of sins. "25
The January 4, 1739, entry and one in 1766 have sometimes
been used against Wesley's stress upon the doctrine of
assurance. Due to illness and other reverses in 1766, awave
of discouragement swept over Wesley's soul. Writing at that
time to Charles, he said:
I do not love God. I never did. Therefore I never
believed in the Christian sense of the word If
I ever have had that faith it would not be so strange.
But I never had any other. . . [evidence or test] of
23. Journal, E, 217, 218.
24. Marston, op. cit., p. 58.
25. Journal, E, 339.
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eternal or invisible world than I have now;. . . I have
no direct witness. . . 26
In commenting on these two utterances of Wesley, Professor
Ivan Howard has declared they are in reality "excellent
evidence ' for his doctrine.
In both instances his lament was that right at the
time he did not /ef/ the witness of the Spirit. The
instances are separated by twenty-seven years and
hence indicate that these were the only times when
he did not feel the witness of the Spirit. ..two
isolated instances of discouragement cannot be
taken as an index to a man's belief when the total
expression of his life is in the exact opposite direction.
It would seem that while he was grudgingly willing
to allow the absence of the witness of the Spirit to
others he was scarce able to endure it for a moment
himself. 27
WhUe the witness of the Spirit to one's justification by faith
is a recognized emphasis of Wesley's according to most
scholars, what about the Holy Spirit's witness to one's entire
sanctification? Let Wesley himself speak to this:
When you are justified, you had a direct witness that
your sins were forgiven: afterward, this witness was
frequently intermitted; and yet you did not doubt it.
In like manner, you have had a direct witness that
you were saved from sin, and this witness is fre
quently intermitted; and yet even then you do not
doubt it. But I doubt if God u ithdraivs either the one wit
nessor the other without some occasion given on our part [i-
talics added] . ^8
A further insight on the importance of the witness of the
Spirit to one's sanctification is found in a letter to one of his
preachers in 1768: "If any deny the witness of sanctification.
26. Letters, op. cit. , V , 16.
27 . IvanHoward ,
' 'TheDoctrine of Assurance , " Further Insights
into Holiness, ed, Kenneth Geiger (Kansas City, Mo.:
Beacon Hill Press, 1963), p. 245.
28. The Works of John Wesley {Grsaid Rapids: Zondervan, n.d.),
xm, 48.
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and occasion disputing in the select society, let him or her
meet therein no more. "29
Any careful study of the personal life ofWesley always raises
the question, "When, if "ever, did Wesley himself experience
entire sanctification ? " BishopMarston has submitted two lines
of rather convincing evidence on thismatter. They are: First,
the changed mood of his life and the Spirit's manifestations in
revival power in his ministry sometime near April 2, 1739.
Secondly, near this date he began to make more careful, and
subsequently sustained, "doctrinal distinctions concerning two
works of grace, a development beginning soon after Alders-
gate."30 Distinctions which had been implicit in his earlier
writings and ministry at this juncture became strikingly
clarified. His heart's appropriation of divine grace had brought
added illumination to his understanding. What he had sighted
earlier had now become "truth in the inward parts" of his
spiritual being.
It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss the relative
merits of alternate views concerningWesley's personal Pente
cost, yet one other dating of the event is worthy of mention.
Dr. Olin Curtis, one-time professor of theology at Drew
Theological Seminary, tookWesley's words concerning a season
with the Lord on December 24, 1744, as the most likely hour
of his coming to love God supremely. 31 Dr. George A. Turner's
conclusion iwThe More Excellent Way seems to support Curtis'
dating of Wesley's experience of entire sanctity. 32
To conclude this phase of the study, let us listen to Wesley's
words directed to Thomas Maxfield on November 1, 1762.
I like your doctrine of Perfection, or pure love;
love excluding sin, your insisting that it is merely
by faith; that consequently it is instantaneous (though
preceded and followed by a gradual work) , and that
it may be now, at this instant.
I dislike the saying, this was not known or taught
among us till two or three years. I grant you did not
29. Ibid., XII, 452.
30. Marston, op. cit., pp. 58, 59.
31. Olin CuYiis, The Christian Faith (New York: Eaton & Mains,
1905), p. 376.
32. George A. Turner, The More Excellent Way {Winona. Lake,
Indiana: Light and Life Press, 1952), p. 171.
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know it. You have over and over denied instantaneous
sanctification to me; but I have known and taught it
(and so has my brother, as our writings show) above
these twenty years. 33
The "above these twenty years" would have thrown the hour of
Wesley's knowing entire sanctification very near if not at the
time Wesley faced the crisis of taking up field preaching near
Bristol, or near April 2, 1739.
HIS AGGRESSIVE SERVICE
Aldersgate turned John Wesley into what his contemporaries
despisingly called an "enthusiast. " When those three Oxford
graduates, each an ordained clergyman in the Church of
England�John and CharlesWesley and GeorgeWhitefield�felt
compelled to take the Gospel "to the masses in street and field,
to the sick and unclean in hovel and gutter, to the wretched and
condemned in Bedlam and prison," they were labeled "mad
enthusiasts! "34
But prison evangelism, field preaching, veritable schools of
holiness and soul clinics in the homes of people, opened up
amazing channels of service for this Oxford trio. Shortly after
Whitefield had begun field preaching on February 17, 1739, he
could make this Journalrecord, "I now preach to ten times more
people than I should if I had been confined to the churches. "35
He had just preached to 20, 000 who had gathered to hear him and
that only eight days after starting this new venture.
The "break through" into these irregular and diversified
forms of gospel ministry was not easy for John Wesley. When
he arrived in Bristol, at Whitefield's urgent call, he was
perturbed at Whitefield's
strange way of preaching in the fields. . .having been
all my life (till very lately) so tenacious of every
point relating to decency and order that I should have
thought the saving of souls a sin if it had not been
done in church. 36
33. Journal, IV, 536.
34. Marston, op. cit., p. 66.
35. Quoted by Marston, ibid., p. 69.
36. Journal, II, 167.
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Strongly traditional, with deep preferences for the orderly,
the precise, the ritualistic, John felt an inner compulsion to
rise above his temperamental inclinations his ministerial
training, his "high-church sentiments" if he were fully to follow
Christ. On April 2, 1739, the break was made public. He
wrote:
At four in the afternoon, I submitted to bemore vile,
and proclaimed in the highways the glad tidings of
salvation, speaking from an eminence in a ground
adjoining to the city , to about three thousand people . 37
How significantwas that step? Listen to the Cambridge Modern
History' s evaluation of it: It was the beginning of "a new era in
the religious history of England. "38 And certainly what hap
pened at the heart of the British Empire would be sooner or
later felt around the world.
By this timeWesley had "crashed" each social and intellectual
barrier that stratified British society and could preach with
equal boldness to a university audience atOxford or to ignorant
miners in the open fields. So fruitful did field preaching become ,
so honored of God, that Wesley wrote these lines a quarter of
a century later: "If ever this is laid aside, I expect the whole
work will gradually die away. "39
Wesley was now in stride with the Apostle Paul. He was
willing to become all things to all men that he might by "all
means" save some (I Cor. 9:22). After a sermon preached
from a tombstone in a churchyard, he said:
How wisely does God order things! Some will not
hear even the Word of God out of a church: for the
sake of these we are permitted to preach in a church.
Others will not hear it in a church: for their sakes
37. Journal, II, 172ff. (Wesley had preached in the "open air"
on board ship enroute to America and during his ministry
in Georgia. "Field preaching" meant more in Wesley's
day than "open air" services. It involved matters of
"legality and propriety" because of the laws governing
the English Church. See Proceedings of the Wesley Historical
Society, XI, Part 3. September, 1917, pp. 54-63.)
38. Cambridge Modern History (Cambridge: At the University
Press, 1909), VI, 83.
39. Journal, V, 79.
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we are often compelled to preach in the highways . 40
Wesley believed that apostolic success was proof of apostolic
succession. 41 And he might have added that apostolic success
often provokes or necessitates apostolic sacrifice and
sufferings. When defending his field-preaching before the
critical eyes of the clergy of the Church of England , he declared:
Who is there among you, brethren, that is willing
(examine your own hearts) even to save souls from
death at this price ? Would not you let a thousand
souls perish rather than you would be the instrument
of rescuing them thus? Can you bear the summer
sun to beat upon your naked head? Can you suffer
the wintry rain or wind, from whatever quarter it
blows?... And yet these are some of the smallest
inconveniences which accompany field-preaching.
Far beyond all these , are the contradiction of sinners,
the scoffs both of the great, vulgar, and small;
contempt and reproach of every kind; often more than
verbal affronts, stupid, brutal violence, sometimes
to the hazard of health, or limbs, or life. Brethren,
do you envy us this honour? What, I pray, would buy
you to be a field-preacher? Or what, think you,
could induce any man of common sense to continue
therein one year, unless he had a full conviction in
himself that it was the will of God concerning him? 42
By taking up the role of a "common field preacher , " Wesley
was making himself "the object of pity of his old friends, and
of contempt of the great mass of the churchmen of England. "
His heightened vision of England's need for evangelization only
intensified his zeal to save souls at all costs.
Wesley further amazes us with his prolificwritings , ranging
over such diversified areas of human need. He averaged
writing six volumes per year for fifty-five years, some of
which were of the most painstaking kind, such as the trans
lation of the New Testament from the Greek accompanied by
his commentary notes on the Scriptures. One dominant passion
controlled him in his writings. Clarity of style must be main
tained in order that he might truly communicate his message
40. Ibid., m, 290.
41. Hildebrandt, op. cit., p. 46.
42. Works �>., vm, 230, 231.
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and convictions, and thereby "instruct people of the lowest
understanding." The matter of the "communicative arts" was
of no small concern to this spiritual prophet of the eighteenth
century. He knew the power of the printed page and labored
incessantly to make tracts, pamphlets, booklets, and books as
well, available to the largest number of people at the most
reasonable price. To become affluent through the sale of his
books was the farthest from his intention. But convinced that
for any people, lay or ministerial, to grow in grace as they
should they must be a reading people, he did his utmost to
encourage the art and practice of wide and wise reading. 43
Conservation of converts became a major concern of Wesley
as the Revival, begun in 1739, moved on and out over the British
Isles and even to the colonies in America. Beginning in London
in 1739, he launched the organization of what was known later
as the United Societies. A society, said he, is a
company of men having the form and seeking the
power of godliness, united in order to pray together,
to receive the word of exhortation, and to watch over
one another in love, that they may help each other to
work out their salvation. 44
These "voluntary cells" were "not sponsored or governed by
church organization." As need arose the people associated
themselves in this informal way to achieve "a more vital
spiritual life," just as Wesley and others had done in the Holy
Club at Oxford. These societies, subdivided into smaller
groups called "classes," gave real opportunity for the true
koinonia (the fellowship of believers) so readily apparent in the
Acts of the Apostles and the New Testament Epistles. Those
classes developed "lay leadership," which in turn furnished
Wesley with a host of hislay preachers who also helped promote
the Revival and conserve their gains in seekers�converts and
seekers after that "holiness withoutwhich no man shall see the
Lord."
With perhaps more bookswritten about this man JohnWesley ,
his life, and/or his works and influence, than any other person
of the eighteenth century, you can readily see the impossibility
of covering in this short paper anything like the full impact of
Aldersgate upon the man and his mmistry. Time fails to tell of
43. Letters, VIE, 247.
44. Quoted by Marston, p. 81.
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his humanitarian projects, his polemical encounters in defense
of historical Christianity combined with his common sense in
propagating that faith, his economic and social viewpoints, and
his attempts at bringing the Gospel to bear upon the total life
of the common man. He indeed was a "friend of man," "a
revivalist" first, but also in spirit "a reformer" who believed
that transformed men will be concerned about a transformed
society.
It wasnotonly whatWesley himself achieved after Aldersgate
but what he inspired others to attempt for God and humanity
that further accentuates his greatness. That great prison-
reformer, John Howard� "one of the greatestmen in Europe"�
was deeply indebted to the "father of Methodism." After a
meeting with Wesley in Dublin in 1878, Howard testified:
I was encouraged by him to go on vigorously with my
own designs. I saw in him how much a single man
might achieve by zeal and perseverance; and I thought ,
why may I not do as much in my way as Mr. Wesley
has done in his, if I am only as assiduous and per
severing? and I determined that I would pursue my
work with more alacrity than ever. 45
The social impact of the revival which Wesley had spear
headed cannot adequately be treated here. But let A. Skevington
Wood's research into the "spiritual renewal and advance in the
eighteenth century" focalize matters for us.
The relief of the poor, the care of the sick and aged,
the feeding of the hungry were all undertaken as the
expression of Christian concern. Labour homes
were established, schemes of work devised for the
unemployed, loan offices and banks opened for the
poor and legal advice provided. The curse of the
drink traffic was fearlessly attacked and the foun
dations of the modern temperance movement laid.46
The ecumenical concern of Wesley was not among the least
of his interests. He had no intention of seeing a rival denomi
nation arise from his labors, but only sought to cross all
45. LukeTyerman, The Life and Times of the Rev. John Wesley,
M.A. (New York: Harper Brothers, Publishers, 1872),
m, 485.
46 . A . SkevingtonWood, The Inextinguishable Bla-^e (Grand Rapids:
Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1960), p. 246.
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denominational or sectarian lines and raise up a people in the
already organized bodies of Christendom whose passion would
be to experience, exemplify, and exhort others by word and
deed to return to "plain, old Bible Christianity."
In conclusion, Wesley was willing that all men give the long-
range pragmatic test to his teachings and labors� "By their
fruits ye shall know them. " In reply to attacks upon his
doctrines he was able to point to his fruit in these words:
The habitual drunkard, that was, is now temperate
in all things. The whoremonger now flees fornication.
He that stole, steals no more, but works with his
hands. He that cursed, or swore, perhaps at every
sentence, has now learned to serve the Lord with
fear, and rejoice unto him with reverence. Those
formerly enslaved to various habits of sin, are now
brought to uniform habits of holiness. These are
demonstratable facts. I can name the men , with their
several places of abode. 47
"Such, m general," says Dr. William R. Cannon, "was the
nature of the religious movement of the eighteenth century
known as the Wesleyan Revival, or Methodism. "48
However glowmg we may develop the picture of the great
religious, social, economic, and political results of Wesley's
ministry, we must ever remember, as Dr. Franz Hildebrandt
reminds us, that
The quest for holiness remains the great theme of
his life, redirected, but not interrupted, by the
Aldersgate event, and it springs directly from his
reading of the New Testament. . . [of that] holiness
without which no man shall see the Lord (Hebrews
12:14... 49
Jesus, confirm my heart's desire
To work, and speak, and think for Thee;
Still let me guard the holy fire ,
And still stir up Thy gift in me.
47. Works, vm, 402.
48. W. R. Cannon, r/'f Theology of John PFfj/ry (Nashville:Abing-
don-Cokesbury Press, 1946), p. 26.
49. Hildebrandt, op. cit., p. 59.
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Ready for all Thy perfect will,
My acts of faith and love repeat.
Till death Thy endless mercies seal.
And make the sacrifice complete .50
50. Methodist Hymn-book ( English )( London: Epworth Press,
1933), No. 386.
How Can Aldersgate Be Recovered In Our Day?
Wilber T. Dayton
The coming of the anniversary of Aldersgate quite normally
prompts the question which constitutes the title of this study.
There is an utterly irrelevant sense in which this question
could be taken. We are not interested in recovering the external
accompaniments of the "Aldersgate event." We are not
particularly enamored with the spot in which it occurred. Our
concern is not to stop business in the little London bank on
Aldersgate Street, to raze the building, and to restore the
simple structure of the little chapel. Nor do we care to build
a shrine to mark the spot. The plaque on the bank building is
enough. We do not seek a building, an environment, a Preface
to the Epistle to the Romans, men in powderedwigs , complicated
English dress of the eighteenth century, a certain ritual, nor,
indeed, the lack of form. We seek not the external phenomena
but an inner, heart-warming , transforming experience.
There is another sense in which we do not seek Aldersgate.
In the depths of every truly effective religious experience there
is a uniqueness that should not and, indeed, cannot be copied.
It reflects the individuality and variety of human personality and
the wisdom of God in adapting His grace to the human tempera
ment and capacity. The need for today is not millions of John
Wesleys. Rather, we needmillions of people of our generation
in our lands to whom God is equally real and who are open
channels to His grace.
It is in this last sense that Aldersgate is a deeply relevant
and highly urgent matter for us all. Though the majority of
Americans belong to some church, and though millions over
the world belong to the church that sprang from Aldersgate,
there is not a corre spending distribution of the vital experience
of peace, power, and effectiveness. Too many plod the barren
treadmill that Wesley knew before May 24, 1738. For many of
them, form of religion has never broken through to reality.
Ethics has never been lifted above legalism by a surge of life.
Mysticism has been but a flight of the imagination or a self-
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hypnosis. The heart has not been strangely warmed by the
assurance of a vibrant faith. There is no free pardon nor
abundant life.
It is not that our day demands no such equipment for life as
Wesley found two hundred twenty-five years ago. The world
today also totters on the brink of disaster. And the most
significant weakness is still m the moral and spiritual realm.
Guilty, wayward man cannot stand alone. Though great things
are happenmg in science, knowledge, and politics, man is
still basically the victim of his own devices�lacking the
direction, purpose, or power to arrive at real meaning. There
is a skeleton in the closet. Even the church member too often
knows in his heart of hearts that he is still but a pagan in life.
Emptiness, folly, and condemnation are much more real to him
than life, peace, and pardon. He does not really know God.
He has not risen above the dubious refinements of humanism.
Though preoccupied with human values and enjoying the
by-products of the Christian faith of others, he still is largely
a frustrated, defeated pagan.
This is not because God wills it. Grace is as adequate as
ever. No expiration date was put on the announcement of the
Gospel. The real need of the twentieth century is not basically
different from that of the eighteenth. Nor is God's changeless
grace . There is variety in the face and fashion of human society
and in man's ways of expressing his false independence. But
these are surface differences. Sin and salvation are deeper
facts. God's remedy is no less effective than in earlier
centuries. Life still begins with a birth. There is no vitality
without it. With it, there is endless potential. It is this new
beginning that Aldersgate has for our day.
Yes, Aldersgate can be recovered in our day. The arm of
God is not shortened. The next question is "How?"
To those reared in the evangelical tradition, the answer
appears self-evident. It is the simple gospel message of
individual salvation by faith. Penitently and trustingly "believe
on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved" (Acts 16:31).
With one's back turned to every other hope, depending solely
on Christ and His atonement, every man can say with Wesley,
"I felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone for my salvation: And
an assurance was givenme, that he had taken away w^jy sins, even
mine, and saved �2f from the law of sin and death. " Every man
can know this "change which God works in the heart through
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faith in Christ." Every man can rise a new creature in Christ
Jesus to walk in heaven's own light.
Multiply this by a sufficient number in the eighteenth century
and you have the Evangelical Revival. Multiply it in our day and
Aldersgate is recovered. It is revival. New Testament vitality
is re stored to religion. Written small , it is individual salvation.
Written large, it is a sweeping revival�whatever the outer
forms and accompaniments may be. Whatever brings genuine
New Testament revival on the individual level or to the group
at large�that is the way to recover Aldersgate in our day.
The ready answers on the tip of one's tongue are: prayer,
preaching the Word, witnessing, repentance, faith, consistent
living, obedience. As the Lord said to Solomon, "Ifmy people,
which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and
pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and heal
their land" (11 Chron. 7:14). The essence of sin is rebellion�
a false independence. The essence of true religion is return to
God�a true relationship. The meaning ofAldersgate is in this
return. Adequacy is in God. He never fails His own. It is an
old, old formula. All true religion in the world is an expression
of this humble, penitent, trusting return toGod. It has worked.
It does work. And it will continue to work. This is revival.
This is the original Aldersgate. This is Aldersgate recovered
on an individual level. And, experienced on a broader scale,
this is Aldersgate restored to a movement.
The heart cry of us all, of course, is a broader recovery that
will quicken the Church and restore her to effectiveness. We
want to see the Church recover spiritual power and leadership.
Her mission is more than sociological and humanitarian. She
must deal with fundamental and eternal issue s. She must witness
to the truth and bring men to God. Only the quickened can
quicken others. The holy contagion of divme life must again
sweep the Church and the world. The only alternative is disaster.
How can this be done? Can it be phrased in a proposition
thatwill guarantee the desired results ? And can it be elaborated
into a list of methods or "five easy lessons"? Obviously,
caution must be exercised here. The answer is so simple that
the wayfaring man, though a fool, need not err. Yet it is so
comprehensive that it challenges the best in the greatest of men.
It evades the highest human efforts and responds only to the
power of God. The disease is as complex as sin. And the
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remedy is as complex as God himself. For, basically, the task
is to reunite lost man with his Maker.
A few observations, however, are in order about this
recovery.
IT IS FROM GOD
No human prescriptions or techniqueswill produce the power
of Aldersgate. "By grace are ye saved through faith; and that
not of yourselves: it is the gift of God; Not of works lest any
man should boast. For we are his workmanship, created in
Christ Jesus unto good works, which God hath before ordained
that we should walk in them" (Eph. 2:8-10). Assurance of
salvation can never be a human achievement. No man is good
enough to merit eternal life. Nor is he wise enough to judge
truly the level to which he has attained. Hence all human
attempts at salvation and assurance are doomed to failure.
It is "not by works of righteousness which we have done, but
according to his mercy he saved us, by the washing of
regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost; which he shed
on us abundantly through JesusChrist our Saviour" (Titus 3: 5, 6) .
What Wesley had failed to achieve by the various means of
grace, by labors abundant in England and Georgia, and by
strict discipline, he found at Aldersgate when he threw himself
upon the mercy of God. Aldersgate, if it is to be recovered,
will come from above. It is from God.
This does not mean that efforts are irrelevant or methods
unimportant. On the contrary, the great Mr. Finney declared
that "a revival is the result of the right use of the appropriate
means"! He reasoned that the means which God enjoined for
the production of a revival tend to produce a revival. That is
why God enjoined them. The meanswill not, of course, produce
a revival without the blessing of God. But, says he, "no more
will grain, when it is sowed, produce a cropwithout the blessing
of God. " The analogy is clear. Both material and spiritual
blessings appear according to laws thatmust be followed if they
are to be enjoyed. The gift is from God and is for those who
1. Charles G. Finney, Lectures on Revivals of Religion (New
York: Revell, 1838), p. 13.
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meet the conditions on which it can be received. We will look
at some of these means and methods as the paper progresses.
IT MUST BE DESIRED
Aldersgate is not recovered by indifferent people. It is God's
specific answer to a very specific need. Wesley's heart had
been hungry since university days at least. In many respects
he lived more diligently than many people who have claimed
their Aldersgate and Pentecost experiences. His very frus
tration in not achieving assurance by his own righteousness
drove him to greater carefulness. He says:
I diligently strove against all sin. I omitted no sort
of self-denial which I thought lawful. I carefully
used, both in public and in private, all the means of
grace at all opportunities. I omitted no occasion for
doing good: I for that reason suffered evil. And all
this I knew to be nothing, unless as it was directed
toward inward holiness. Accordingly this , the image
of God was what I aimed at in all, by doing his will,
not my own. 2
All this, of course, proved futile. It became, as he said, a
refined way of trusting to his ownworks and his own righteous
ness. It left him in the misery and defeat of Romans 7. He
sought "not by faith, but as it were by the works of the law."
But his struggle did, over a period of a dozen years or so,
indicate the sincerity and intensity of his desire for a living
faith and a true holiness. Such a heart was not left in darkness.
This is the invitation: "What things soever ye desire, when
ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have them"
(Mark 11:24). Desire must be specific enough to issue in definite
petition. And, as Wesley finally learned, the petition must
depend not on the arm of flesh but on God. Therein is the
assurance of an answer. In matters of spiritual blessing and
divine presence, the promise is all the more explicit: "If
from thence thou shalt seek the Lord thy God, thou shalt find
him, if thou seek him with all thy heart and with all thy soul"
(Deut. 4:29).
2. The Journal oj John Wesley, ed. Nehemiah Curnock (Std. ed. ,
London: Robert Culley, 1909), I, 468.
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As desire must be specific and strong for one's own personal
Aldersgate, so it must be for the restoration of others. Little
is done to shake the world with such platitudes as "Lord bless
everybody and cause that many shall turn to righteousness."
It is when renewed people become concerned about other
individuals that things begin to happen. As another's salvation
becomes a major private concern of Christians, hope rises.
As Finney says, "A revival may be expected when Christians
have a spirit of prayer for a revival. "3 This he defines as
praying as if their hearts were set upon a revival. It includes
a feeling of the need and feeling for their own families and
neighbors until they pray for them as if they could not be
denied. It is prayer with a purpose that supercedes all other
purposes.
Finney calls this strong purpose a spirit of prayer. It is a
state of the heart�a continual desire and anxiety of mind for
the salvation of sinners. He says:
It is something that weighs them down. It is the
same, so far as the philosophy of the mind is con
cerned, as when a man is anxious for some worldly
interest. A Christian who has this spirit of prayer
feels anxious for souls. It is the subject of his
thoughts all the time, andmakes him look and act as
if he had a load on his mind. He thinks of it by day,
and dreams of it by night. This is properly praying
without ceasing. .. This deep, continual, earnest
desire for the salvation of sinners, iswhat constitutes
the spirit of prayer for a revival. It is a revival
begun so far as this spirit of prayer extends. When
this feeling exists in a church, unless the Spirit is
grieved away by sin, there will infallibly be a revival
of Christians generally, and it will involve the
conversion of sinners to God. 4
Perhaps the greatest reason that Aldersgate is not more
widely recovered is that so few really desire it and that those
who do want it are not constant enough in their concern. It is
too easy to be satisfied without it. As long as that is true , it
may be unrealistic to expect great movings of the Holy Spirit
3. Finney , op. cit., p. 27.
4. Ibid., p. 28.
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or great moves of man toward God. Christ is the Pearl of
Great Price. Only as we are willing to part with the lesser
pearls can we afford Him. It is never enough for Him to be
prominent in our desires. He must be pre-eminent.
Wesley said to his preachers, "You have no business but to
save souls." This becomes more than a desire. It must be a
passion that gives perspective. Goals are sorted in relation
to it. This becomes central. Everything else becomes
peripheral. Indeed, everything else must prove its contribution
directly or indirectly to this end or relinquish its claim to a
place in one's life. This is to be Christ-centered. And Christ-
centered folk lead their fellows to Aldersgate. They have an
eye single to the glory of God. And herein is God glorified
that they bear fruit.
Thus was the rise of the Wesleyan Societies in England.
Warmth and peace came to the heart of John Wesley. He
immediately "began to pray with all his might for those who
had in a more especial manner despitefuUy used him and
persecuted him. " His concern for souls overcame all handicaps.
When churches were closed to him, he preached in the open
air and even from his father's tombstone. Before the next
year was ended.
There came to Mr. Wesley in London, eight or ten
persons who appeared to be deeply convinced of sin,
andeamestly groaning for redemption. They desired
(as did two or three more the next day) that he would
spend some time with them in prayer, and advise
them how to flee from the wrath to come , which they
saw continually hanging over their heads. 5
This was the beginning of the great class meeting movement�
the church within a church�which, in large measure became
organized Methodism. It was the extension of Aldersgate,
communicated to others.
GOD'S METHOD IS MEN
A fire cannot be started by a mere application of a theory of
pyrodynamics. Heat is applied from another combustible
article. Thus temperature is raised to the kindling point in
5. Wesleyan Methodist Discipline, Articles 42, 43.
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the object tobekmdled. Likewise in setting hearts aflame, God
uses other human hearts. No abstract principles or neat rules
will suffice. God's method is men.
No amount of theorizing will create the warm heart and the
heavenly assurance. Correct doctrine, important as it is, can
be very cold and dead. Proper ritual can fall on heavy ears or
empty pews. Clever techniques can reflect shallowness and
insincerity. The precise and proper can exalt the human more
than it reveals the Divine. Impersonal religion can be as in
effective as the lecture method has been accused of being when
the notes of the professor become the notes of the student with
out passing through the mind of either.
From suchdeadness the Churchwas delivered by Aldersgate.
Hearts aflame kindled other hearts until the fire swept two
continents for God and set the stage for the modem world
missionary movement. God's method is men. The fire catches
and gains momentum as the contagion spreads.
Though God frequently surprises His people with fire in un
suspected places, there are some observations that can be
made. There are keymen in every situation. On the responsive
ness of these hangs the outcome. God has no panaceas apart
from people. It pleases God to build the fire first in the hearts
of men. When the flame becomes hot, this person is thrust into
close contact with another person�one whose heart God has
prepared. The fire catches and each gives heat to the other.
The process is repeated again and again. Soon, like a pile of
logs in a roaring camp fire, the heat mingles into a consuming
blaze. This is revival�Aldersgate multiplied.
Who are the se key men ? Anatural starting place is a pastor�
one to whom the privilege has been granted of specializing in
spiritual things and to whom the care of souls has been com
mitted. And of pastors, who would be more likely candidates
than those of the Wesleyan tradition�graduates of the leading
holiness seminary? Who should know Aldersgate better? Who
should prize it more highly? Who should experience it more
deeply? And who should share it more effectively? A sacred
trust has been committed to us. Scholarship is important.
Skills are necessary. Cooperation is vital. Techniques are
indispensable. But all this to one end� that the fire may burn.
Men are lost without the Saviour. They must personally trust
in Him. Salvation must become real and transforming. They
are dying for "The Gospel According To You.
"
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What is said of the pastor can be said of the evangelist, the
teacher, the administrator, and, indeed, the layman. All
are "set in the church" for the life of the whole. Unless the
heart is kindled, fanned, and fed by the combined heat of all,
the logs will be scattered, grow cold, become charred, lose
their readiness for combustion, and remain more as a relic of
a better day. The evangelist must keep the gospel of a warm
heart before us. The teacher must dwell on its implications.
The administrator must keep its promotion central. The lay
man also must witness to its effectiveness and demonstrate it
in everyday living. And allmust make this the central concern
of life� the heavenly flame that meets one's personal need and
becomes a passion for others. We may have to do other things
to make a living. But this is our business. This is our life.
We are God's method of saving the world. The world is our
parish. God's method is men.
GOD MUST HAVE PRE-EMINENCE
Revival illustrates in a marked way both the mystery and
paradox of answered prayer. As we have noted, until there is
real earnestness inman, there is no Aldersgate. Yetno amount
of human zeal or effort can produce the re suit. Compare Elijah
and the priests of Baal on Mt. Carmel. Elijah's action was no
casual incident. For three years and six months he had held
steady against the king, against the wicked and strong-willed
queen, against the insidious and immoral cult of Baal and
Ashtaroth, and under the weight of a devastating famine. Now
he dared to face the fury of the wicked rulers and the whole
diabolical system of false religion. What more could be asked
of mortal man? Yet Elijah's manner was calm and quiet. It
was the priests of Baal who were excited. Judged by action,
they were the men of religious power. Observe the spectacle�
hundreds of priests crying out all day to their gods. Finally,
as the day fades, they become desperate. They run upon the
altar. They sacrifice their own blood, cutting themselves.
Surely this will attract the attention of whatever gods there be.
This must be revival indeed. But, no there is no answer.
Calmly Elijah chides them. Perhaps their gods are asleep or
away on a vacation. Try harder! They whip themselves to a
frenzy, but to no avail. This is only misdirected human
enthusiasm.
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Then Elijah acted in quiet confidence�yet in deadly earnest
ness. He requested an overwhelming handicap. The sacrifice
was drenched with water. Then Elijah prayed a few words and
the fire fell. Before the day ended, the priests lay dead and
the people were saying, "The Lord, he is the God; the Lord,
he is the God. "
What is the difference? It is all in the relationship to God.
The secret is that God must have the pre-eminence. If one
seeks the warm heart as one takes a ride on the "Bobs" or the
"Cyclone" in the amusement park� just for the thrill, there
may be a good deal of excitement and activity. But there will
be no personal or widespread Aldersgate. True revival exalts
the Lord. He must have the pre-eminence. Elijah was not
concerned to build himself a name. He prayed, "Hear me, O
Lord, that the people may know that thou art the Lord God, and
that thou hast turned back their heart again" (I Kings 18:37).
It was then that the fire fell.
Karl Stolz in The Psychology of Religious Living distinguishes
between action and reaction mysticism. The priests of Baal,
by their own actions , sought to force their way into the presence
of deity and to control deity. This is actionmysticism. Elijah,
in obedience toDeity, sought to respond appropriately to Divine
revelation. This is reaction mysticism. This is Christian.
The other is pagan. In reaction mysticism, the initiative is
God's. Man's place is obedience. Both built an altar. Both
made sacrifice. Both prayed. But where God had taken the
initiative and was so recognized. He answered by fire.
Herein lies the delicate balance of all true prayer, and
expecially of prayer for any propermystical experience. There
must be concern, petition, and action. But there must be
constant sensitivity to God's initiative, to God's will, to the
Spirit's moving, and to the glory of God. In all things He must
have the pre-eminence. A revival that does not come from God
and glorify God is no revival at all. It is an emotional orgy
in the flesh.
METHODS STILL MATTER
Again it must be emphasized that nomethod, operated simply
by human power and on a human level, can bring Aldersgate.
God's method is men�aflame with the love and grace of God-
empowered and directed by His Holy Spirit.
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Yet there is much to be learned about better ways of doing
things. And a passion for souls will compel one to use the best
methods of which he is capable. Indeed, much of the work of
the Holy Spirit is administrative�guiding us in methods of
carrying out the Christian mission. And the purpose of human
intelligence itself is that it may be used to improve effective
ness.
Mass evangelism is not out of date. Nor is it in danger of
becoming so. Whenever there has been a great move toward
God, crowds have gathered and listened to the Word. And it
has often been in the crowd thatGod has singled out open hearts
and made His greatthrust. Massmeetings can never be ignored
as long as God chooses to use preaching for the spread of the
Gospel. Foolish indeed is the minister who does not do his
best to make effective use of the mass media of the platform
and its auxiliaries in radio, television, and the press.
But mass media are never an adequate substitute for the less
glamorous approaches. The most effective soul-winners have
been just as zealous and effective in dealing with individuals or
small groups. Witness Jesus at the well, on the housetop, at
dinner, with the Twelve, and with the Three. Observe Philip
with the eunuch and Paul with the jailor. Or, later, note
Moody's zeal for personal evangelism, and the elaborate work
for the individual in a Billy Graham campaign. Whenever
religion is a vibrant testimony of "know so" salvation, it is
contagious. And contagion is as personal and individual as
catching the measles. Though thousands about you have the
same experience, it is no less personal, real, and decisive
in your case. In fact, the mass meetings are only groups of
individuals meeting together for certain advantages. The
revival of concern for the individual is a hopeful sign in the
quest for the recovery of Aldersgate, whether it be expressed
in "salvation by appointment," street witnessing, hospital
visitation, house to house visitation, or a thousand other ways.
Small groups, too, can furnish a dynamic situation to help
focus attention on spiritual concerns. In his book.New Life in the
Church, Richard Raines says that "In churches of several
hundred members. Christian fellowship can be known by most
people only in some small group. " It is certainly true that
large crowds do not always tend to bring one to personal
decision. Nor will many needy souls take private initiative to
seek spiritual help. But thousands are finding their Aldersgate
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in smallgroupsthatmeetfor Bible study, fellowship, or prayer.
Mr. Raines cites in his bookmany instances of conversion from
small spiritual groups, as he calls them, composed of existing
groupswithin the church that find a common concern for spiritual
discovery. Choirs, circles, committees, membership classes,
and youth groups can be opened to a real sharing in which the
Holy Spirit is free to work. Business men's luncheon clubs
have facilitated effective witnessing and guidance. Prayer
cells are establishedwith greatprofit. Cottage prayer meetings
still have a value, though patterns are not always as they were
fifty years ago. The form is not so significant as the fact.
Small groups have been effective from the first prayer meeting
by the riverside in Philippi or the early meetings of the
Apostles down through the Wesleyan class meetings to the
present prayer cells. And they will survive in some form as
long as Aldersgate and Pentecost are craved by hungry hearts.
HOW CAN ALDERSGATE BE RECOVERED?
When man wants God, returns to God, and helps others to do
the same�by whatever method he can find�Aldersgate will be
recovered. This has been demonstrated in every generation.
Ours is no exception. But it must be truly desired. And God
must be supreme. He must be the recognized source. And to
Him must be the glory. Then the Holy Spirit wHl guide and
empower the earnest heart as he uses the methods available
to him.
Contemporary Manifestations Of Aldersgate
W- Curry Mavis
Aldersgate is both historical and contemporary- Its epoch
reaches from Calvary to the present moment. It met the deep
needs of the eighteenth-centuryWesley and it reaches the needs
of every man today who, by the help of God, breaks through to
spiritual certainty.
In an effort to see more clearly the contemporary manifes
tations of Aldersgate we must look atmodern human problems.
Having identified those that are most characteristic we shall
then observe how Aldersgate brings healing to modern man at
the point of his deepest needs. In this paper, as in medicine,
diagnosis must come before therapy.
Contemporary man's basic problem is seen in his separation
from God. He is alienated from God, the source of true life.
He is estranged from his essential Being. Human separation
from God is not only an academic theological datum; neither is
it a static fact of life. It is rather a deeplymoving and dynamic
condition that affects man in the most profound areas of his
personality. Human estrangement fromGod has caused a deep
cleavage in human nature. On the one hand, there is a restive-
ness arising out of divine-human alienation thatmotivates man
to search for God. On the other hand, in this ambivalent
situation, there is stubborn resistance to the Almighty.
I
Divine-human alienation is manifested in contemporary life
by a number of significant symptoms. We shall view three of
these, namely, guilt, hostility, and anxiety, with attention
devoted to the motivating power of each. Having done that, we
shall then turn to observe that the Aldersgate experience
manifests its power in these maladjustive areas of life when it
reconciles sinful man to God.
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A. Estrangement from God causes contemporary man to live
under a massive sense of guilt. Man feels guilty because of
his alienation from God. He intuits that he belongs to his
heavenly Father but in his unregenerate state man maintains
his estrangement in unbelief. He feels condemned because he
knows that he is a prodigal in a far country who will not go
home. Secondly, man feels guilty because of his own personal
sins. Recognizing responsibility for his deeds he lives under
a sense of divine disapproval.
The sense of guilt expresses itself in debilitating effects all
the way from "a halting in the onward march of life to complete
mental breakdown. " It produces attitudes of timidity toward
life. It annuls many of the creative forces of human personality.
It becomes a dynamic center of compulsive actions that waste
energy in a "guilt-ridden piety. " Guilt is basic to all kinds of
personalitymaladjustments. William Stekel believed that every
neurotic suffers from a guilty conscience.
B. Estrangement from God causes contemporary man to be
hostile. Feeling rejected by God, man becomes hostile to Him.
Human experience suggests that feelings of rejection usually
breed attitudes of hostility.
Observation of life aboutus shows that there is a vast amount
of overt and explicit hostility toward God. It is shown by man's
arrogant and wilful independence from God with the insistence
that he alone direct his life. It is seen in many religious people
by a substitution of pious works while they persistently direct
their inner lives as they wish. Hostility toward God is shown
by erudite professors in colleges and universities who belittle
the Almighty, substituting their tentative hypotheses for His
infinite wisdom. The extensive practice of cursing and swearing
reveals the large amount of hostility to God. Men blaspheme
the name of their Benefactor because they are inwardly hostile
to Him. They impiously use His name, casting their profanities
toward heaven, as small boys throw stones at a stranger whom
they consider to be unfriendly.
Having become hostile to God, man becomes hostile to his
fellows. The measure of contemporary hostility is seen
dramatically in today's world that is divided into two armed
camps, each preparing lavishly for cosmic suicide.
Many people take a third step in their personal experiences
of hostility. Their antagonism to God and to their fellowmen
often leads to hostility toward self. Caught up in feelings of
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malice, they develop a masochistic animosity toward them
selves. Some of these persons become driven by compulsions
and obsessional thoughts, and commit suicide. Many others
have given serious thought to self destruction but have feared
to follow that course.
C. SeparationfromGodcausesanxiety inmodem man. Even
Freud, in his later theories, came to believe that human anxiety
was rooted in "the dread of becoming helpless and alone in a
hostile, unfriendly universe." Man becomes fearful in psycho
logical isolation. Alienation from God often leads to alienation
from others and also from self. Many psychotherapists and
certain theologians have recognized three basic kinds of anxiety.
First, there is an anxiety of emptiness andmeaninglessness.
This arises out of the loss of an ultimate concem. A sense of
emptiness follows a lack of relatedness to God, others, and
self. The etemal spirit in man finds life basically without
meaning when estranged from the Etemal. In the words of
Frank Paul Morris, "man has been overbuilt for this world."
He needs objectives that have an eternal dimension.
Secondly, anxiety arises fromman's moral freedom. Kierke
gaard called this the "dizziness of freedom. " It is really an
anxiety that arises out of moral responsibility. It comes as
one looks down the "yawning abyss" of human possibility and
recognizes thatetemal consequences restupon present choices.
Psychotherapists usually refer to the anxiety ofmoral freedom
as the anxiety of guilt.
Thirdly, there is the anxiety that arises out of death. This
anxiety is basic and universal, and man in himself has no way
to escape it. There is fear of death because of the etemal
immensity that lies ahead. Separated from God, man is over
whelmed when he looks into the beyond.
Having surveyed deep and urgent human problems that rise
out of man's separation fromGod, we shall tum now to see the
relevance of Aldersgate to contemporary man's plight.
n
Aldersgate has an answertoman's deepest needs. It exhibits
a spiritual reality that effects a genuine reconciliation of man
to God. In doing this, it provides healing power for human
guilt, hostility, and anxiety. A part of the genius of the
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Aldersgate experience is seen in its dimension of depth. It
brought to a close John Wesley's weary search of peace that
extended over thirteen frustrating years. It provides modem
man with a certitude of his reconciliation with God after he has
exhausted the resources of self-help in psychology and
psychiatry and after he has sought salvation by relying on
religious extemals.
The central fact of Aldersgate is seen in a redemptive con
frontation of man and God. In this confrontation divine-human
separation gives way to reconciliation. Acceptance takes the
place of estrangement. The distant God comes near at hand,
indeed within the heart of the believer. The cold heart becomes
warmed by the divine presence.
It is worth our time to note that Wesley's meeting of God on
the evening of May 24, 1738, was rooted in the deepest spiritual
reality. Explanations of it on any other basis are vapid. The
redemptive meeting of God was so definite that Wesley could
date it by the clock as "about a quarter before nine." The
experience appealed to his mind. An assurance was given him
that his sins were forgiven. The confrontation affected him
emotionally. The unmystical heart of the rational Wesley was
strangely warmed. Certitude displaced thirteen years of
spiritual confusion. Wesley, with a troop of friends, went at
about 10: 00 p. m. onMay 24 to the room of his brother, Charles,
who had been converted three days before. As he entered his
brother's room he cried out with certainty, ^'I believe."
Aldersgate met Wesley at the point of his guilt problem. The
divine therapy for human guilt was central in his experience.
He states inhis brief account of the experience: "An assurance
was given me that he had taken away my sins , even mine .
' ' God
accomplished in a moment whatWesley had tried to accomplish
in a long search for God. Certitude displaced doubt. Like
Christian, in Bimyan's Filgrim's Progress, Wesley was free
from the heavy burden of his guilt.
The Aldersgate experience reaches modem man at a point of
great need. It frees him from the burden of guilt that was
accumulated in sinful acts. Itdelivers from a sense of psycho
logical and spiritual isolation rooted in guilt feelings. It takes
away his feelings of being a moral exile. It sets free creative
forces that had long been inhibited by the tyranny of guilt. It
gives a man a newperspective . He can look into the past without
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a sense of disenabling condenmation. He can look into the future
with confidence.
Spiritual reality as expressed at Aldersgate alone has the
ability to resolve objective guilt. Psychiatry has no effective
means of re solving the guilt feelings thatare based in sinful acts.
The Aldersgate experience has an answer to the problem of
human hostility. The first overt evidence of new life in Wesley
was an overflowing benevolence for his enemies. In his short
account of his experience in his Journal, he states how inner
hostility had given way to spontaneous and kindly concern for
those who hadwronged him. "I began to pray," he says, "with
all my might for those who had in a more especial manner
despitefully used me and persecuted me. " Wesley found no
difficulty in thinking of specific persons for whom he might
pray in this manner. Perhaps names of people in Georgia
leaped to his attention immediately as qualifying for his
intercession.
Aldersgate offers man his best therapy for hostility. It is
best because it is spontaneous and interior. The therapy for
hostility is an integral part of the new life that comes through
reconciliation with God. When a man is related to his God, he
is related to his fellowmen.
Aldersgate has the basic cure for humanhostility. Sociology
has had small success in the reduction of human hostility through
its emphasis on the principles of effective human association.
Psychology has had only moderate success in lessening hostility
in its attention to interpersonal relationships. The ultimate
answer is in human transformation.
Aldersgate has an answer to human problems rooted in
anxiety. Moral and spiritual anxiety had driven Wesley in a
long series of compulsive acts in search of release from inner
dread. It was on Aldersgate Street that he was delivered from
the irrational drive of anxious thoughts. Assurance of recon
ciliationwith God set free the anxiety- ridden searcher for peace .
The evidence of deliverance from anxiety in Wesley is
dramatic. It was in the sick room of Charles Wesley at 10:00
p.m. , May 24, that the two newly converted brothers sang of
their new-found freedom from anxiety. The hymn they sang
had been written, it seems, by Charles Wesley the day before.
It expresses a part of the genius of Aldersgate.
Where shall my wondering soul begin?
How shall I to heaven aspire ?
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A slave redeemed from death and sin,
A brand plucked from etemal fire.
How shall I equal triumphs raise ?
Or sing of my great Deliverer's praise?
They sang also of freedom from the anxiety of emptiness and
meaninglessness. The Wesleys were evangelists immediately
after their conversions.
Come, O my guilty brethren, come.
Groaning beneath your load of sin!
His bleeding heart shall make you room,
His open side shall take you in;
He calls you now, invites you home.
Come, O my guilty brethren, come.
Aldersgate has the basic answers for persons who are filled
with anxiety. Interior transformation delivers from the anxiety
that arises from objective guilt through an assurance of the
forgiveness of sins. It frees persons from the anxiety of
meaninglessness by relating them to God and by setting them
to work with Him in the accomplishment of His objective
purposes. It emancipates men from an abnormal dread of
death by the confidence that they belong toGod who will receive
them into eternal felicity.
The genius of John Wesley's Aldersgate experience is seen
in his personal break-through into spiritual reality. Aldersgate
lifted Wesley from a plateau of futile religious striving to a
level of spiritual victory in which God's reconciling grace was
the dominant factor. The newly converted Wesley had new
attitudes, new sentiments, new aspirations, and a new spiritual
confidence. The new life inChrist banished the psychologically
destructive attitudes of guilt, hostility, and anxiety. Thus,
Aldersgate is both good religion and good psychological therapy.
James D. Robertson, Ph.D., Book Review Editor
Greek- English Analytical Concordance of the Greek-English New Testa
ment, compiled by J. Stegenga. Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
1963. 832 pages. $14.95.
This massive volume is a labor of love. Over 36,000 hours
were said to have gone into tedious sorting and arranging of
words, references, and meanings "to make a bridge" from the
Greek to the English. Its thrust is not only to build a complete
and exhaustive concordance of every word used in the Greek
New Testament but also to group all forms around the roots
from which they are derived and to arrange these roots alpha
betically for ready reference. This bringing together of all
related words, with prefixes and suffixes, into one place is the
unique contribution of the book. As the compiler points out,
the root ideas of Greek words are often obscured by the wide
variety of English words used in the current translations.
Meaningful relationships are overshadowed and destroyed. But
his grouping of families of words around the roots from which
they derive is a bridge to the viewpoint of the author as expressed
in the original Greek.
The book is in part a lexicon. Every word has its English
translation. It is an analytical lexicon. Every Greek word is
given in the tense, mood, voice, person, number case, and
gender in which it is used. It is a concordance. It purports
to give every reference where each word is found. It is an
analytical concordance. It sets forth the root from which the
word is derived and gives the whole family of derivatives to
which it is related. References are at hand for all New Testa
ment uses. All is based on the Textus Receptus and King
James Version because these contain more words than some
others. But the work is easily used with any text or version.
There is a sense in which this is an ultimate tool. It is even
claimed that a layman with an "interlinear" and with this con
cordance can pursue the original meanings. Yet it is recom-
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mended also for the teacher, scholar, and writer. And there
is a sense in which all of this is fair. Mr. Stegenga, a business
man, preserves the layman's viewpoint while he also exhibits
the devotion and diligence of a scholar. Though there are
indications, particularly in the introductory notes, that he is
not schooled in all of the grammatical and critical insights, he
has performed well the exhausting work of identifying the Greek
forms and bringing them together according to the proposed
format.
The book has something for all. But not all will use it in the
same manner and to the same degree. Many who know Greek
will be impatient with the space given to parsing verbs and
declining nouns, pronouns, and adjectives. What they seek
could be more concisely done. Some will even consider this
"analytical lexicon" aspect a hindrance to the student's mastery
of Greek. Nor does the book fully take the place of a good
lexicon. It does not give the lexical notes that distinguish the
great works. Even for a general concordance one might still
prefer the older works except for one factor. There is real
merit in grouping the words in families around the roots. This
wlU sell the book to scholars. And its otherwise excess baggage
will make it useful to the layman or to the lightly exposed
student. It is a book to which one wants access.
Wnber T. Dayton
Unger's Bible Commentary; Zechariah , by Merrill F. linger.
Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1963. 275 pages. $6.95.
With the double-column page and clear, heavy type, this
volume occupies more space than is commonly devoted to a
"minor" prophet. And Dr. Unger, with his broad archaeo
logical background and knowledge of Hebrew exegesis fills it
with rich and illuminating material. His style is lucid and
facile without sacrificing depth or breadth. His documentation
and quotations reflect extensive study and rich insights. The
book is valuable whether or not one agrees with the author's
emphasis in relation to the main message and outline of the
prophecy.
Dr. Unger sees in Zechariahinot only the unique Messianic
emphasis but also a panoramic unfolding of the events connected
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with the first and especially the second advent of Christ, with
details of the consequent millennial restoration of the nation
Israel. Accordingly , many captions in his outline have a specific
millennial reference. And, indeed, it is interesting to observe
how readily the materials do yield to such a pattern and frame
work, once certain presuppositions are granted. For one who
shares the author's preoccupation with millennial details, this
emphasis might be the chief contribution of the book.
Though Zechariah certainly has much to say of Christ, and
though apocalyptic and eschatological elements are present in
Jehovah's promise to visit His people with deliverance, most
scholars would likely think Unger's treatment of the Millen-
nialism more ample than the prophecy warrants. They would
appreciate more his excellent historical and archaeological
notes that demonstrate Israel's return from the Captivity, the
restoration under the Hasmoneans, and the events that relate
to the first advent of the Messiah. Some would see a fulfill
ment of many of the prophecies in the spiritual cleansing and
renewal which the Messiah brought. But it is a matter of
emphasis. Zechariah is highly Messianic. And the apocalyptic
and eschatological elements must be reckoned with as well as
the spiritual thrust. Whatever one's approach, the book will
be read with profit. Dr. Unger has brought to light an abundance
of solid information that any Bible-lover can use with delight.
Wilber T. Dayton
The New Bible Survey, by J. Lawrence Eason, Ph.D. Grand
Rapids: Zondervan, 1963. 544 pages. $6.95.
This book is described as a "survey" because it introduces
and guides the student through the Bible. Each of the eight
divisions, into which the sixty-six Bible books have been
grouped, begins with an introductionwhich sets forth the nature
of the division in question and its place as part of the whole.
Moreover, each book has its own introduction, including a brief
biography of the author, historical and geographical back
grounds, illustrations, chronology, synopses, interpretation,
meaning and divine purpose. A selected list of books for
further reading is normally included at the end of each dis
cussion of a Bible book.
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In affording a comprehensive view of the content of the entire
Bible, and at the same time rendering intelligible the signifi
cant teachings of each book, the author has put a worthwhile
volume into the hands of students pursuing a Bible survey
course in colleges and Bible institutes. The work is liberally
illustrated by the use of photos, charts, and maps.
James D. Robertson
Essential Christianity: A Handbook of Basic Christian Doctrines, by
Walter R. Martin. Grand Rapids: The Zondervan Publishing
House, 1962. 114 pages. $1.95.
This brief and readable book has ten chapters devoted to the
basic truths of the Christian religion. They deal with the
Trinity, the Deity and Virgin Birth of Christ, the Incarnation,
the Vicarious Atonement of Christ, the Resurrection, God's
Grace and Human Responsibility, Eschatology, God's Judg
ments, Universalism, and Vital Christian Experience. The
author writes from the perspective of an evangelical Christian
who is concerned not only with doctrinal correctness, but with
real Christian living. He writes alsowith an awareness of con
temporary cults and their challenge to Christian orthodoxy.
His point of view can best be described as "evangelical" in its
current connotation. He is convinced that the Bible is inerrant,
and bases his arguments entirely upon the Scriptures. He does
not hesitate to depart from classic doctrines of the Reformation
if he feels Scripture warrant for so doing. Though not a treatise
on systematic theology , here is an excellent book for beginners
to gain perspective. Its users may be assured of sound thinking
and wise guidance.
George A. Turner
The Book of Revelation, by Merrill C. Tenney. Grand Rapids:
Baker Book House, 1963. 115 pages. $2.75.
The Epistle to the Romans , by John R. Richardson and KnoxChan-
blin. Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1963. 166 pages.
$2 . 95 .
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Both of these volumes are in the Proclaiming the New Testament
series, which is edited by Ralph G. Turnbull. The purpose of
the series is to encourage clergymen to be expository preachers.
The number of chapters in each volume is the same as the
number in the Bible books under consideration. In each chapter
there is the biblical text followed by the historical setting, the
expository meaning, the doctrinal value , the practical aim, and
the homiletical form. In the studies ofRevelation, author Tenny
of WheatonCollege has exercised good judgment in singling out
passages with practical homiletic potential. The historical
setting comes in for the more extended treatment. The
expository meaning often deals with the exegesis of certain
important words. Most attention is given to homiletical form
which usually consists of a theme, an introduction, and three
main points. The author labors under the handicap that the
homiletical texts of the Book of Revelation are not fairly
uniformly distributed throughout the book. Some of his chapters
treat many great texts while others have relatively few. The
result is that many rich texts must be neglected. In some
chapters, on the other hand, there is evidence of straining to
find an adequate homiletical passage. The preacher, however,
who uses this bookfor help in a series of messages on the Book
of Revelation will not be disappointed. It will at least set him
in the right direction. A brief bibliography of some helpful
books on Revelation would greatly enhance the value of the
volume .
The Epistle to the Romans contains bibliography and footnotes
and treats the text with thoroughness and flexibility. Footnotes
not only call attention to other helpful books but explain points
of importance , yet not sufficiently so for inclusion in the main
text. The general viewpoint of the book is that of modified
Calvinism. The treatment of sin and sanctification in Chapter
6 is inadequate in that sanctification is defined simply as
growth in grace, nor is deliverance from sin envisioned. The
authors are uncertain as to whether Paul speaks of his state
prior to conversion or as a Christian when he wrote Chapter 7.
They agree with Luther that the Christian is both justified and
sinful simultaneously.
A discriminating user of this volume will find it true to the
basic doctrines of the Reformation. He will also find therein
some very helpful exegetical and homiletical hints.
George A. Turner
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Power in Expository Preaching, by Faris D. Whitesell. West-
wood, New Jersey: Revell, 1963. 170 pages. $4.00.
It is the author's aim "not only to stimulate expository
preaching but to portray the true sources of power for it in
down-to-earth terms" (v). While acknowledging the merits of
topical and textual preaching, D. Whitesell nevertheless rates
the expository variety first: It carries the ring of authority;
it enriches the life and faith ofpastor and people and encourages
Bible reading; it keeps preaching Bible-centered, and promotes
the preaching of the whole counsel of God.
But just what constitutes an expository sermon is ever a moot
question. Because actual practice testifies to wide overlapping
among the traditional sermon forms, many these days refer to
all preaching that is drawn from the Bible as expository
preaching. Others feel that only the longer Biblical passage
can be the basis of the expository sermon. The author insists
that the answer is to be found not in the length of the Scripture
passage or in its content but in the way the passage is used.
He does think, however, that most men do better in this area
when they preach on sizable portions of Scripture; for, in so
doing they are more likely to stay on the track of the Word of
God. He lists some factors as basic to the expository sermon:
getting the basic meaning of the passage , relating the meaning
to the context, discovering universal truths that stem from the
passage, organizing these around a central theme, and bringing
the truth of the passage home to the hearers.
To enrich theministry of expository preaching, the author
gives much practical information concerning the communication
of this kind of message. Chapters are devoted to explanation,
organization, illustration, imagination, application, diversi
fication, and preparation. This is one of the most enlightening
books to appear in recent years on the subject of expository
preaching.
James D. Robertson
The Christian and The Couch , by Donald F. Tweedie, Jr. Grand
Rapids: Baker Book House, 1963. 240 pages. $3.95.
The purpose of this book is to emphasize the importance of
the spiritual dimension in psychotherapy. Tweedie believes
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that contemporary psychotherapy is weak because man is
viewed so generally from only a natural viewpoint. He refers
to naturalistic therapists as "blind leaders of the blind" who
are "swayed by every wind of doctrine. "
Tweedie calls for an adequate view ofman in psychotherapy.
He views man as a creature that is something more than a
helpless captive of his id impulses andmore than a responding
mechanism to the surrounding stimuli. The author holds that
man is free, purposeful, self conscious, and spiritual.
Tweedie, inhis view of human personality, shares the view
points of some of the contemporary existential psychotherapists,
particularly those of Viktor Frankl of the University of Vienna.
The author also emphasizes to good effect that contemporary
psychotherapy needs an objective axiology. Such a system of
values should be Biblically -taught and religiously- tested. Many
mental illnesses, including neuroses , psychoses, and psycho
pathic character disorders result from peoples' failures to
observe basic moral principles. Sin often causes anxiety and
guilt which in turn sometimes leads to illness.
This book offers a good introduction to psychotherapy from
aChristian viewpoint. It treats broadlywith personality theory ,
maladjustments , and therapy. The breadth of the subjectmatter
sometimes results in a cursory treatment of important concepts.
Many Christian ministers and counselors may wish that
Tweedie had developed further the principles and theory of
psychotherapy from a distinctive Christian viewpoint. More
attentionmight have been given to the uniqueChristian resources
and their use. Some therapists may question the validity of
the emphasis on hypnotherapy, as suggested in several of the
short case reports.
This book may be read generally by pastors and others with
profit. It represents another voice crying in the wilderness
for the recognition of the spiritual values in psychotherapy.
W. Curry Mavis
A Private and Public Faith, by William Stringfellow. Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1962. 93 pages. $3.00.
This book of four essays which the author calls a tract and
therefore polemical and personal, deserves careful reading
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and re-reading. William Stringfellow is a prominent Christian
layman, an Episcopalian and an attorney, well known as author
and lecturer. Previous to the publication of this book he
lectured in twenty-four seminaries in ten denominations.
His concern is with the "content and integrity of religion and
of the churches," the bearing of religion on the lives of indi
viduals and their relationships with one another. Stringfellow' s
analysis of contemporary religious life inAmerica is strangely
reminiscent of the words of St. Paul: "Having a form of godli
ness but denying the power thereof. " He asks: "Do American
Protestants much care anyway what they believe, or what the
church is, or how the Gospel relates to contemporary life so
long as the institutional existence of the churches is pro
tected� ?" He speaks of the "religiosity of religion" as a
form without content, of "mere religion" contrasted with the
true presentation of the Gospel through the Bible in preaching
and Holy Communion. The Gospel message is that God can be
known here and now and it "is this news the church exists to
spread," not to be hidden by creed or ceremony. Too often the
practice of religion is substituted for the personal knowledge
of God, and he labels as "faith in faith not God" the notion that
the content of faith is immaterial as long as one is sincere.
The church must refute this sort of atheism with the boldness
and scandal of its faith in JesusChrist. American Protestantism
is essentially agnostic, he says. "Perhaps American Protes
tantism does not want the Gospel anyway. Perhaps it wants
what it has instead. "
The author has much to say about the mission of the church
to its members and to the world. The sanctuary is for worship;
the market place is the locus of evangelism.
The task of the ministry is the building of the Body of Christ,
a ministry now largely abandoned in Protestantism and for
which "evidently precious little preparation is made in the
seminaries." He points up the dangers, 1) of professionalizing
the ministry, 2) of conforming the discipline of theology to
academic categories as law and medicine which are not "con
fessional," 3) of vested interests which seminary faculty and
students acquire in theology as their specialty and proficiency
(p. 45-46). He decries the shocking ignorance of the Bible
among seminarians and clergymen, the preaching which is not
"about the Word of God at all" and which does not bother with
the lives and concerns of the people in the pews. Seminaries
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have not prepared a priesthood but a "moderately literate and
informed laity. " Tension results when such clergymen serve
congregations in which there are numbers of alert, articulate,
and practicing Christians.
The author has much to say about personal religion and its
relevance to everyday life.. The power to discern the Word of
God is the mark of a Christian. Anxieties are not unwelcome,
for Christ is both the end and fulfillment of all anxieties.
This book is the voice of one crying in the wilderness of
religious confusion. It calls for genuine personal religion,
for a virile church, for a true priesthood, for a return to the
Bible in pulpit and pew, for recognition and acceptance of the
unavoidable hostility between the Gospel and the world.
The reader often wishes for a definition of terms to facilitate
understanding, but this is not a dissertation. One feels that
some generalizations are a bit too sweeping, but perhaps the
minorities which represent and practice that for which String
fellow pleads are too small, or they have not been sufficiently
articulate, or they have not been recognized. Are there not
in this day some churches where indeed the Word of God is
preached, individual members are required to know God in a
personal way as condition of membership, and where there is
a clergy with a genuine concern for building the Body of Christ?
Susan Schultz
The Gospel of Matthew ,St[idyManual, by Fred D. Howard. Grand
Rapids: Baker, 1961. 98 pages. $1.50.
This treatise belongs to the Shield Bible Study Series, which
consists of inexpensive paper -boundmanuals designed to serve
as Bible-book study guides for colleges and Bible schools.
Each manual discusses the significant contents of the Bible
book in question. At least fifteen manuals have thus far been
published. These brief publications should furnish valuable
background material for the man intent on preparing a series
of expository sermons on books of the Bible.
J. D. R.
Preaching During A Revolution , by G. Ray Jordan. Anderson,
Ind. : The Warner Press. 192 pages. $3.50.
It is the author's aim to help the preacher grasp the signifi
cance of the critical times through which we are passing, and
to point out ways in which the Christian message may be made
entirely relevant. Chapter headings include: The Counselor
in the Pulpit, Theology That Thrills, A Place for Propaganda,
Preaching Unpopular Truth, and Religion BecomesReasonable.
The preacher must learn how to take the Gospel of Christ� the
most fundamental revolution of all�and set it squarely in the
context of ourmoral, social, economic, and political upheavals.
To help meet the need Dr. Jordan not only presents effective
patterns of preaching but discusses each separately at some
length. The book is replete with pertinent illustrative matter
from actual sermons. He who would speak more precisely to




Wrestlers With God, by Clarence E. Macartney. Grand Rapids:
Baker, 1958. 207 pages. $2.95.
With devotion and insight the author presents a gallery of
portraits of men of the Old Testament engaged in prayer.
This book, a reprint, will serve as a corrective for those who
have becomepreoccupied with theories of prayer at the expense
of vital prayer itself.
J. D. R.
In The Midst ,hy G. Don Gilmore. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1962. 100 pages. $2.50.
This book chronicles and interprets the remarkable events
that transformed the life of Cincinnati's Groesbeck Methodist
Church. It is the story of a minister's adventure in leading his
people to a deeper commitment to the church's real objectives�
independent of membership drives, pot- luck suppers and the
like. The author pleads for a return in preaching and practice
to the basic things of New Testament Christianity.
J. D. R.
Salvation, by Ernest F. Kevan. Grand Rapids: Baker, 1963.
130 pages. $2.50.
As a contribution to the Christian Faith Series (Baker) the
principal of London (England) Bible College presents a careful
study of the Scriptural doctrine of salvation for the consideration
of ministers and mature laymen. The book covers, with some
Calvinistic emphases, the basic tenets of the Christian faith.
J. D. R.
The Disciplined Life by Richard S. Taylor. Kansas City: Beacon
Hill Press, 1962. 102 pages. $1.75.
A timely and eminently practical little book dealing with
topics such as these: Discipline, The Mark of Maturity, The
Book Notices 65
Perils of Discipline, Discipline and Holiness, and How to
Become a Disciplined Person.
J. D. R.
Out of the Depths ,hy Helmut Thielicke. Grand Rapids: Eerd
mans, 1962. 89 pages. $2.50.
Originating in Germany in the years during and after World
War n these nine spiritually-weighted messages come from the
heart of a shepherd, concerned for the welfare of his scattered,
wounded, and perplexed sheep. They are strengthening to men
in crises.
J. D. R.
DR. HAROLD B. KUHN is Professor of Philosophy of Religion
at Asbury Theological Seminary.
DR. WILLIAM M. ARNETT is Frank Paul Morris Professor of
Christian Doctrine at Asbury Theological Seminary.
DR. DELBERT R. ROSE is Butler-Valade Professor of Biblical
Theology at Asbury Theological Seminary.
DR. WILBER T. DAYTON is Professor of New Testament
Interpretation and Language at Asbury Theological Seminary.
DR. W. CURRY MAVIS is Acting Director of Graduate Studies
and Professor of PastoralWorkatAsbury Theological Seminary.

About First Fruits Press
In the Journals section, back issues of The Asbury Journal will be digitized and so 
made available to a global audience. At the same time, we are excited to be working 
with several faculty members on developing professional, peer-reviewed, online 
journals that would be made freely available. 
Much of this endeavor is made possible by the recent gift of the Kabis III scanner, 
one of the best available. The scanner can produce more than 2,900 pages an hour 
and features a special book cradle that is specifically designed to protect rare and 
fragile materials. The materials it produces will be available in ebook format, easy 
to download and search.
First Fruits Press will enable the library to share scholarly 
resources throughout the world, provide faculty with a 
platform to share their own work and engage scholars 
without the difficulties often encountered by 
print publishing. All the material will be freely 
available for online users, while those who 
wish to purchase a print copy for their libraries 
will be able to do so. First Fruits Press is just 
one way the B. L. Fisher Library is fulfilling the 
global vision of Asbury Theological Seminary to 
spread scriptural holiness throughout the world.
Under the auspices of B. L. Fisher Library, First Fruits Press 
is an online publishing arm of Asbury Theological Seminary. 
The goal is to make academic material freely available to 
scholars worldwide, and to share rare and valuable resources 
that would not otherwise be available for research.  First Fruits 
publishes in five distinct areas: heritage materials, academic 
books, papers, books, and journals.
asbury.to/firstfruits
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